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1      Public Involvement Efforts 
 
Participation in local planning processes is not new to residents of northeast Urbana and its surrounding area.  
Efforts to preserve one of the most unique natural areas in the county date back several years ago when some 
residents attempted to incorporate the Big Grove area.  There was thus a history behind the high participation 
levels that we saw from our first public participation events for the IL130/High Cross Road Corridor Study.  
Staff found a need to review and revise our tried and tested public participation methods that had been known 
for their thoroughness and usefulness in planning for the future.  We were faced with a need, to our own 
betterment, to look at new ways to make our planning processes truly participatory and have their outcome 
truly based on participants’ needs and desires.   
 
There was a time, not too long ago, when one public meeting to review the draft final document that was 
advertised one time in the legal section of the local newspaper was considered the minimum necessary public 
engagement effort.  In 2001, CUUATS stepped up their public involvement efforts by creating a website with 
meeting announcements, starting direct mailings for meeting announcements, purchasing retail ads in local 
newspapers to increase visibility, and adding to the repertoire of meeting types.  In 2003, when the IL130 
Corridor Study began, the study process was slated for four public meetings, only one of which solicited 
comments and opinions that would affect what went into the final report:  
 

���Kick-off Open House 
���Existing conditions Open House 
���Discuss potential alternatives Open House 
���Presentation of Final Report 

 
The corridor study process ultimately facilitated six public meetings and one focus group forum: 
 

���March 4, 2004 
Forum: Kick-off Open House 
Location: Lincoln Square 
Topics: Existing Conditions 
Detail:  This event was a forum to introduce staff to interested community members, and to display 
existing transportation and land use conditions in the study area.   

 
���September 21, 2004 

Forum: Question and Answer session 
Location: TK Wendl’s 
Topics: Answering questions about the corridor study, taking comments 
Detail: This was a structured forum where residents could write their questions and have them 
answered by any of the participating agencies.  This meeting was deemed necessary because many 
concerns were being communicated by residents about the corridor study and its intentions, which 
needed to be clarified before work on the plan could continue. 
 

���2005: corridor study on hiatus during Urbana Comprehensive Plan approval process 
 
���February 4, 2006:  

Forum: Public Workshop 
Location: Kennedy’s Restaurant 
Topics: Strings and Ribbons interactive activity to identify proposed future transportation system needs 
and desires 
Detail: Participants were divided into groups so they could construct their idea of an ideal 
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transportation system for the study area.  Participants were given a budget and project ideas to 
facilitate the planning process.  Projects identified by the groups were tallied to help determine a 
preferred alternative for the study area. 
 

���April 4, 2006: Urbana business and developers forum to identify future transportation projects, at 
Urbana Civic Center 
Forum: Business and Developers focus group 
Location: Urbana Civic Center 
Topics: Strings and Ribbons interactive activity to identify proposed future transportation system needs 
and desires 
Detail: Participants were divided into groups so they could construct their idea of an ideal 
transportation system for the study area.  Participants were given a budget and project ideas to 
facilitate the planning process.  Projects identified by the groups were tallied to help determine a 
preferred alternative for the study area. 

 
���June 7, 2006: Public workshop to present results from previous two meetings and gather preferences 

for the future transportation system, at Stone Creek Clubhouse 
Forum: Public workshop 
Location: Stone Creek Clubhouse 
Topics: Follow-up meeting for the Strings and Ribbons workshops 
Detail: Staff displayed four alternatives that had been created from the most popular projects identified 
in the Strings and Ribbons workshops.  Residents were able to “vote” for the alternative they preferred.  
Votes were used to help determine a preferred alternative for the study area. 

 
���October 18, 2006: Public workshop to present the preferred alternative for the future transportation 

system and to present parts of the draft final report for comment, at Stone Creek Clubhouse 
Forum: Public workshop 
Location: Stone Creek Clubhouse 
Topics: Presenting the preferred alternative, displaying parts of the draft final report for review and 
comment, seeking ideas on how the corridor should look in the future. 
Detail: A presentation was given regarding how staff arrived at the preferred alternative.  A comment 
period was provided for participants to give their input on the preferred alternative.  Participants were 
asked to identify their preferences for how the corridor should look in the future.  Example and 
simulation images were provided to facilitate the session. 
 

���December 14, 2006:  Public Open House to receive comments on the final draft report for the 
corridor study, at Stone Creek Clubhouse 

��Forum: Public Open House 
      Location: Urbana Free Library 
��Topics: Presenting the final draft report for public review and comment 
��Detail: This meeting was the last before the 30 day public comment period and subsequent approval 

process began. 
 
Of these seven meetings, four of them were specifically designed to solicit comments and opinions that would 
affect what went into the final report.  There were opportunities at all seven functions to provide comments and 
feedback. 
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Public Involvement Efforts 

Table  1-1: Public Involvement Efforts Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After the first meeting at Lincoln Square, which is a central location for Urbana residents but falls about two 
miles outside the study area, several residents commented that they would appreciate having future corridor 
study meeting within the corridor study area.  Staff answered this call and visited the few available facilities, 
determined which would suit their needs, and ensured that all future meetings would be held in the study area.   
 
Residents also commented that weekday evening meetings were sometimes difficult to attend.  For the February 
2006 public meeting, where participation was essential to the future of the corridor study, staff held the 
meeting on a Saturday morning.  As can be seen from the table above, approximately the same number of 
people attended the Saturday workshop that attended the Thursday, March 4, 2004 Open House, despite 
having almost double the number of invitees for the Saturday meeting. 
 
Mailing list 
At the beginning of the corridor study, staff requested a list of all residents and property owners living within the 
corridor study boundary from the County Supervisor of Assessments office.  This initial mailing list had 
approximately 350 addresses.  Shortly after the first Open House, a resident communicated to staff that many 
residents in the study area never received an invitation to the Open House.  She suggested that we use the 
Home and Plat book that is distributed by the Farm Bureau.  After adding additional names to the list based on 
the Home and Plat Book the mailing list had approximately 650 addresses.  This list was used for the 
September 21, 2004 and February 4, 2006 public meetings. 
 
Despite these efforts to include all residents in the mailing list, we found that both methods that had been 
utilized had still excluded small subdivisions and small rural residential developments in the study area.  Staff 
then completed an online white pages search for addresses in the rural subdivisions.  This increased the list size 
to over 900 addresses.  This list was used for the June 7, 2006 meeting.   
 
The most recent update to the mailing list was made after the June 7, 2006 meeting and was used for the final 
two public meetings.  Over 1,000 addresses were sent the invitation for the October and December 2006 
meetings. 
 
To date we still hear from a small number of study area residents who did not receive mailings.  Staff made 
every effort to make the list as comprehensive as possible given the resources known to us at the time.  With 
the knowledge that our mailing list is not perfect, several other advertising methods were used to involve the 
public in the corridor study, as can be seen in the following sections.   
 

Direct 
Mailing Website Fliers News 

Gazette Ad

March 4, 2004 350+ 60 x x x x

September 21, 2004 650+ 135 x x x x

February 4, 2006 650+ 64 x x x x

April 4, 2006 50+ 15 x x x x

June 7, 2006 930+ 52 x x x x

October 18, 2006 1030+ 68 x x x x

December 14, 2006 1030+ 44 x x x x

Attended
Invited via 

Direct 
Mailing

Meeting Date
Publicity
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News Gazette Advertising 
Public meetings were advertised at least one week in advance in the News Gazette.  Both legal and retail ads 
were published at least once, but typically twice before a meeting.  Wednesday and Sunday editions were 
utilized to capture the greatest audience.   
 
Website 
The corridor study website is housed within the Champaign County Regional Planning Commission website.  
Information can be found on upcoming events, past events, documents, maps, staff and committee contacts, 
and links to participating agencies.  As soon as practicable after a public meeting, handouts and other 
materials are placed on the website.  Upon request, staff provided the same information that is available on 
the website in paper format for those that do not have access to computers.  For those with slow Internet 
connections, staff also provided materials in CD format at no cost. 
 
Information requests 
During the study process, staff answered many requests for data, printed materials, and other information.  
Numerous informal meetings also occurred between staff and residents who had questions or concerns about 
specific topics. 
 
The following pages show the printed materials used for advertising, presentations, and other public 
involvement efforts during the study process.  Appendix 5 provides a complete inventory of comments received 
from residents and other study participants.     
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March 4, 2004 Open House 
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September 21, 2004 Public Meeting 
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February 4, 2006 Strings & Ribbons Public Workshop 
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April 4, 2006 Strings & Ribbons Business/Developers Workshop 
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June 7, 2006 Strings & Ribbons Part 2 Public Workshop 
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June 12, 2006 Presentation to Chamber of Commerce Committee 
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October 18, 2006 Public Workshop: Preferred Alternative 
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December 14, 2006 Open House: Draft Document 
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January 18, 2007 Urbana Plan Commission Meeting 
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January 18, 2007 Urbana Plan Commission Meeting 
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January 18, 2007 Urbana Plan Commission Meeting 
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January 18, 2007 Urbana Plan Commission Meeting 
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January 18, 2007 Urbana Plan Commission Meeting 
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January 18, 2007 Urbana Plan Commission Meeting 
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January 22, 2007 Urbana City Council Meeting 
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January 22, 2007 Urbana City Council Meeting 
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January 22, 2007 Urbana City Council Meeting 
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January 22, 2007 Urbana City Council Meeting 
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January 22, 2007 Urbana City Council Meeting 
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February 12, 2007 Environment & Land Use Committee Meeting 
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February 12, 2007 Environment & Land Use Committee Meeting 
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February 22, 2007 Champaign County Board Meeting 
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February 22, 2007 Champaign County Board Meeting 
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February 22, 2007 Champaign County Board Meeting 
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March 9, 2007 Regional Planning Commission Board Meeting 
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March 9, 2007 Regional Planning Commission Board Meeting 
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March 9, 2007 Regional Planning Commission Board Meeting 
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March 9, 2007 Regional Planning Commission Board Meeting 
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March 9, 2007 Regional Planning Commission Board Meeting 
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March 9, 2007 Regional Planning Commission Board Meeting 
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March 4, 2004 Open House at Lincoln Square 
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IL 130/High Cross Road Corridor Study 

Summary of Public Comments from the March 4, 2004 
Open House 

The public Open House for the IL 130/High Cross Road Corridor Study was held on 
Thursday, March 04, 2004. The purpose of the Open House was to present the facts 
and issues for the area highlighted in the “Existing Conditions” report and solicit 
project issues from the public for consideration. Informational boards and handouts 
were available at the Lincoln Square Mall in Urbana. The official meeting ran from 
4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with project team members available to help address 
questions or comments. No formal informational presentations were given. However, 
staff discussed with people attending the Open Houses project background 
information, public outreach, and project schedule. Questionnaires were distributed to 
the public soliciting comments. The following summary displays questions and 
comments received as of March 15, 2004. 

Planning

�� Population and employment projections are inaccurate. 
�� Population and employment projections are unrealistic. 2000 figures are not 

accurate. Using CCRPC population and commercial development projections 
the present road width (# of lanes) will be totally inadequate. 

�� Abandon any plans to build a 4-lane boulevard or any road thru the 
countryside. 

�� Developing a mixture of residential, commercial and green spaces south of 
Wal-Mart to Old Church Rd. 

�� Map out land use plans, so everyone will know where commercial, industrial 
and different levels of residential will be developed. 

�� Build development s with a grid of thru streets so that drivers do not need to 
uses IL 130 to get between the Post Office, savannah Green and TK Wendl, 
etc. 

�� Avoid pods of single-use sprawl southeast of Windsor and IL 130. 
�� Allow traditional neighborhood design and walkable neighborhood 

commercial corners – “I want Urbana to be a city of neighborhoods, not of 
suburbs”. 

�� Do not allow Wal-Mart to be built. 
�� Preserve existing land uses; “keep businesses out of a quiet farm land and 

residential area that are now an asset to Urbana”. 
�� Allow mixed uses and higher densities with bike and pedestrian connections. 
�� More traditional neighborhood development should be encouraged. It reduces 

cost for cities and other public service providers. 
�� Oppose to turning High Cross Road into a beltway. Instead use Cotton Wood 

Road for this purpose. 
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�� Erosion of residential land values. 
�� Do not favor taking farmland out of production where Urbana has urban areas 

standing vacant. Urban sprawl is a serious issue when addressing food 
production to feed the world.   

�� Do not want commercial development on the Corridor, at all. It will destroy the 
natural ecosystems and the natural beauty of the area. It would also increase 
traffic in the area. 

Quality of Life 

�� Development on the perimeter of town rather than downtown will cause the 
eventual erosion of “our healthy” community and tax base by moving 
borderline businesses and traffic from downtown to out of town. 

�� Area north of route IL 150 should remain as it is due to the abundance in 
wildlife and should be kept for enjoyment of future generations.

�� Traffic nose and pollution so close to residential area have a very negative 
impact on quality of life. 

Environmental

�� Environmental stability (Brownfield Woods, Trelease Prairie, Phillips Plot, Saline 
Creek, Blackberry historic school) 

�� Farmland stability 
�� Preserving the rural/natural character North of I-74.  
�� Saved green space north of I-74.  
�� Save green space and trail corridors on the south of I-74. 
�� Preserve the rural nature north of I-74. 
�� Noise level and pollution from autos and trucks.  
�� Provide a screen along the south side of US 150 to protect the residents from 

Tatman’s industrial development. 
�� Do not cut down any forests to put ramps on I-74, or at least keep it to a 

minimum. 
�� Make every effort to preserve the forests. 
�� The area north of I-74 is very special and should be preserved. 
 

Wildlife

�� Some areas are a native habitat of several ground dwelling birds, red foxes 
and deer; disturbance to this habitat cannot be permitted. 

�� Preserve wildlife and waterways north of I-74 around High Cross Road and 
Cotton Wood Road. 
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Drainage 

�� Drainage will be a huge problem if development continues and more farmland 
is lost along the corridor.

�� Drainage is a problem along US 150. There is standing water on the north and 
south sides of US 150 with proliferation of mosquitoes. Drain those open 
ditches to eradicate mosquitoes. 

�� Buried drainage tile along US 150 and IL 130 and open ditches do not serve 
the ambitious projections for the area. 

 

Safety 

�� Concern about deer killing on roadways and request the postage of warning 
signs and reduced speed limit (North of IL150). 

�� High Cross Road is too narrow to safely bike or walk. 
�� Do not allow residential or other uses with lots of children to be located 

adjacent to the Interstate. Studies show that within 500 feet of freeways, 
unhealthy levels of heavy metals and other toxins from diesel exhaust occur. 

�� Bike riders and joggers are in danger, especially before and after the sun is up. 
�� Crossing I-74 bridge is dangerous. 
�� Provide signage to alert drivers about the danger that deer and small animals 

moving along the Saline Ditch represent to motorists. 
�� A stop sign is needed at High Cross Road and Beringer Circle. 

Transportation

�� Concerns about traffic, noise level and pollution from autos and trucks 
�� Do not widen High Cross Road, north of Anthony Drive. If IL 130 needs to 

connect to Olympian Drive, a roadway needs to be created between High 
Cross Road and Cottonwood Road. 

�� Repair High Cross Road between Airport Road and US 150. 
�� Existing traffic conditions on IL 130 and US 150 are good. 
�� Traffic signal at IL 130 and US 150 handles traffic well. 
�� There is no need for improvements. 
�� Improvement to existing roads and High Cross Road are good and needed. 
�� High Cross resurfaced, but not widened to four lanes. 
�� IL 130/High Cross Road is barely handling current land and it has a limited 

ability to carry traffic increase. 
�� Provide access to east Urbana carrying through traffic North-South outside of 

“build up” Urbana. 
�� Limited access. 
�� Install traffic signal at Washington St. and IL 130. 
�� Provide a 4-lane pavement from US 150 to Old Church Rd. 
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�� Make IL 130 from I-74 to Windsor Road a 4-lane roadway. 
�� Make High Cross Road north of I-74 a 2-lane wide paved roadway that will 

provide for bike access and pedestrians (full bike paths and sidewalks through 
High Cross Road will destroy the front yards of the houses located there.) 

�� No sidewalks are necessary at this time, but when this area become more 
populated sidewalks would be necessary.  

�� Provide a 2-lane concrete pavement from US 150 to Olympian Drive. 
�� Provide Interchange at I-74 and IL 130. 
�� Constraint flows from any future interchange to flow ssouth, not north. 
�� Look for innovative ways to allow traffic flows while creating safe routes for 

pedestrian and bikes to cross IL 130. 
�� Provide bike routes mainly North of I-74. 
�� Connect to Windsor Road bike path 
�� Use abandoned rail bed as trail south east of Windsor Road and IL 130. 
�� Make IL 130 wide and safe, but implement pedestrian-friendly crossings. 
�� Wal-Mart will generate congestion. 
�� A multiuse path would be helpful along High Cross Road. 
�� Give bike and pedestrian facilities equal priority to vehicular infrastructure. 
�� After improving US 150, it is easy to access to IL 130. 
�� Avoid increased traffic through this area since it is residential. 
�� Change in the existing road is needed other than resurfacing long term, but at 

this time it is adequate. 
�� Increase the ability to share the area north of I-74 through bike and foot paths. 
�� Keep the speed limit at 40 mph north of I-74, but widen the road to provide a 

bike/jogging path. 
�� IL 130 should have a bike/jogging path connected to the one on Windsor 

Road. 
�� Do not provide city buses. 
�� Widen the roads to accommodate increased traffic to Wal-Mart. 
�� Provide sidewalks and bike paths north or south of I-74, but allow residents to 

decide on which side of the road. 

Connections

�� Oppose to the trumpet interchange, the Cottonwood exit would be better 
spaced and less confusing. 

�� Connect IL 130/High Cross Road to I-74. 
�� Provide trailways, bikeways and walkable connections. 
�� Provide transit connections to trailways and bikeways. 
�� Do not allow a ramp from I-74 to Perkins Road. 
�� Provide bike and pedestrian connections. 
�� There is no need for a connection between the interchange at I-74 and High 

Cross Road.  
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Land Management/Aesthetics  

�� Preservation of the aesthetic beauty of High Cross Road, north of I-74. 
�� Preservation of residential areas and trees, which add to property value and 

desirability to live in this area. 
�� Preservation of Brownfield Woods and the adjacent cemetery. 
�� Preservation of pond (of historic and ecologic value and adjacent land) just 

west of High Cross Road on the Thomas Gillespie property (north of Oaks 
Road). 

�� Mixing residential and commercial and the resulting negative impact on the 
aesthetics of the area. 

Others

�� The road commissioner does a great job. 
�� High Cross Road does not need the extra traffic. 
�� People coming to Wal-Mart do not need an extra road to get there. 
�� There is an existing north/south corridor (Route 45) with I-74. 
�� Street lights are needed into both entrances to Beringer Commons. 
�� Say “NO” to Wal-Mart. 
�� The University of Illinois ought to give up some strips of land for bike path 

along Brownfield Woods and Trelease Woods. 

Each comment or question received from the public has been addressed, and is going 
to be considered in the evaluation of which alternative for future improvements will 
ultimately be chosen for the corridor study area. Responses to each question or 
comment and plans for minimizing identified issues will be analyzed over the next 
several months and will be available to the public on the project website. Another 
public Open House will take place in September to discuss the chosen preferred 
alternative and mitigation of issues. 
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September 21, 2004 Q & A at TK Wendl’s 
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MEETING NOTES
IL 130/HIGH CROSS ROAD CORRIDOR STUDY PUBLIC MEETING  
Champaign County Regional Planning Commission

DATE: Tuesday, September 21, 2004 
TIME: 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. 
PLACE: Meeting Room   
  T. K. Wendl’s 
  1901 S. High Cross Road 
  Urbana, Illinois
Attendance by Sign-in Sheets – 120 in attendance 

Mr. Dave Clark, IDOT District 5, welcomed everyone to this Public Meeting and introduced 
participants.  He explained that questions for the presenters would be gathered from the question and 
answer cards distributed as each entered the room and signed in.  These questions would be answered 
after all the presentations have been completed. 

Mr. Clark then asked Mr. Dennis Markwell of the IDOT District 5 office to explain the role of the 
Illinois Department of Transportation.  Following Mr. Markwell, Mr. Rob Kowalski of the City of 
Urbana presented the Urbana Comprehensive Plan and spoke about possible developments and future 
businesses. 

Both Mr. Clark and Mr. Markwell explained the cooperative effort required of the member agencies 
of CUUATS. Also discussed was the need for an engineering study to determine the need and 
direction of any future improvements. The fact that public involvement such as this meeting is an 
important part of any engineering study was also stressed. 

Mr. Clark then asked Mr. John Dimit, Executive Director of Champaign County Regional Planning 
Commission, to explain the role of the CCRPC and Champaign-Urbana Urbanized Area 
Transportation Study (CUUATS) staff.  Mr. Dimit explained that transportation planning for the area 
is accomplished through the cooperative efforts of CUUATS and the member agencies.  We are 
mandated to submit updates for the Long Range Transportation Plan, Transportation Improvement 
Plan, and the Unified Technical Work Program.  He explained that the LRTP is in the final approval 
stages and funding is dependent on filing the LRTP by December 1, 2004 for future projects.  He 
stated that other independent studies are performed and that CUUATS staff carries out the requests of 
the member agencies. 

Historic aerial photographs of Champaign County were displayed from 1940 to the present.  Mr. 
Dimit pointed out increased land usage from agriculture to residential and businesses from the past 
60 years and explained that the agencies are trying to anticipate growth in the next 30 years.  He 
emphasized that transportation systems must grow with future development.  He explained that 
within the 1972 Long Range Transportation Plan, a “ring road-interstate highway” was shown but 
that with the current trend, this type of higher-speed transportation system would neither be feasible 
or practical.

Mr. Dimit pointed out that there are two major areas where there seems to be no solutions for limited 
access roads – IL 130/High Cross Road and along Curtis Road from South Race Street to First Street.  
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He emphasized that there are no set plans, no construction being planned, for the IL 130/High Cross 
Road study area and that CUUATS staff and member agencies are studying current conditions at this 
time.  Mr. Dimit explained that Windsor Road was originally to be part of the higher speed and 
higher capacity roadway; however, with the development along Windsor Road in Champaign, this is 
no longer possible.  He stated that we are planning today for future roads of tomorrow without 
having to invade yards, tearing out trees, structures, or disrupting the natural environment.  He then 
deferred detailed explanations of the IL 130/High Cross Road Corridor Study to Mrs. Rita Black and 
Mrs. Susan Chavarria of the CUUATS staff. 

Mrs. Chavarria pointed out that the main consideration is to maintain or improve quality of life for all 
residents.  She stated that other considerations include land uses and transportation infrastructure that 
would be aesthetically acceptable to the residents.  She then explained roadway project phases:  1) 
funding for scoping and engineering 1 to 5 years; 2) corridor and scoping study 1 to 2 years; 3) 
engineering study 3 to 5 years; 4) acquiring funding for construction, right of way, utilities, and land 
acquisition 1 to 10 years or more; and the final phase is construction.  Many roadway projects would 
take anywhere from 10 to 25 years or more from the study phases to actual construction.  She pointed 
out that the timeline for this corridor study is approximately 30% complete.  She outlined the corridor 
study tasks and emphasized that public comments have already been gathered with common concerns 
being taken into consideration.

Mrs. Chavarria pointed out that among the scenarios for the transportation plans and land use 
development considerations, a “no change” option would be included.  She explained that traffic 
analysis would occur as part of the corridor study for potential future conditions and the environment 
and drainage issues are always a consideration in major transportation and land use developments.  
She encouraged those with Internet access to visit the website for future information and that both 
she and Mrs. Black could be reached by telephone or e-mail. 

Mr. Clark then opened the floor for questions. 

Q - Mr. Bill Bagby – What is the status of the “ring road” concept, specifically in relation to the 
“study portions”?  Is funding coming or earmarked for this “ring road”?  What is the status of the 
trumpet road interstate exchange?

A - Mrs. Black stated that the “ring road” question had already been answered during 
the presentation and that the LRTP draft maintains the area on High Cross Road north 
of I-74 as a study area.  The alignment and location of the “ring road” in that study 
area has yet to be determined. Concerning the funding question, Mr. Clark stated that 
no money had been earmarked.  Mr. Markwell explained that there are no 
modifications to the interstate at Route 130 currently planned and that IDOT is 
looking to work with local agencies on a study of the area.  He stated that the state is 
concerned with the current configuration.  Mr. Dimit added that a request was made 
to do a study but nothing has been awarded as yet. 

Q - Mr. Kirk McGraw – Regarding the NE Plan, what qualifies as institutional land use?  When 
was this added to the plan and why?

A - Mr. Kowalski stated that any land owned by the University of Illinois is 
considered institutional and the first draft shows planned land use for residential 
where the University wants it used for research. 
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Q - Ms. Linda Lopez – Where is Wal-Mart planning to draw their customers – what roadway of 
use and what has been promised by developmental parties for their future business access?

A - Mr. Kowalski stated that Wal-Mart has an interest in the future population growth 
to the east and south of the area.  He explained that Wal-Mart has not indicated the 
need for a trumpet interchange or interstate access.   

Q - Mr. Ed Perkins – What effects will the proposed Wal-Mart and Aldi’s have on the time tables 
and improvements on Route 130?

A - Mr. Bill Gray stated that as development occurs, traffic patterns and impact will 
be studied.  He explained that the City of Urbana would be working closely with 
IDOT on the matter.  He then explained that Wal-Mart is spending $1.5M of their 
own funds to improve the intersection for access into their shopping area.  Mr. Gray 
stated that the improvements made by IDOT at this intersection were designed to help 
with increased traffic with the wider lanes, new signals and new turn lanes. 

Q - Ms. Cecilia Allen – You said “ring road” plans have not been finalized north of I-74 on High 
Cross Road, but what about south?

A - Mr. Dimit explained that plans are being formulated for Route 130 south from Rt. 
150 to Curtis Road and then West to Race Street.  He stated that there is a dispute 
between Urbana and the University concerning Curtis Road development from Race 
Street west to First Street.  He further explained that funds are limited.  Mr. Clark 
added that there are no plans for further improvements on Route 130 at this time 
through IDOT.

Q – Ms. Bjorg Holte – Who has made a request for a study for the trumpet extension?  From Mr. 
Jim McCall – How is the completion of the University Avenue/I-74 interchange intended to 
connect with High Cross Road?  What are some of the suggestions for “improvements” to High 
Cross Road between US 150 and Airport Road?

A - Mr. Dimit explained that the City of Urbana and the County have requested a 
study, but he was unsure as to its formal request. He stated that there are no 
suggestions from any study as of yet. 

Q – Mr. Kirk McGraw – Are you aware of any other trumpet interchanges?  Are they efficient for 
traffic flow?

A - Mr. Markwell explained that a trumpet interchange looks like a trumpet from the 
air and they are very efficient and directional.  He stated that the conversion at I-74 
would be tricky and would come with constraints and that a diamond interchange 
might be constructed instead.  Mr. Markwell emphasized that nothing is set in stone 
and a study would determine what direction would be best. 

Q – Ms. Kalah McGraw – Is there a plan once Wal-Mart comes to prevent this area to not
becoming another North Prospect Avenue mess? 
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A - Mr. Kowalski stated that in order to prevent the area around the new Wal-Mart in 
becoming similar to North Prospect Avenue in Champaign, Urbana would be 
planning for the future, which would include access management.  He stated that now 
is the opportunity to do stringent access management controls before major 
construction takes place.   

Q – Mr. Frank Gallo – Do your plans include or consider the Philo Road / Sunnycrest problem?  
Why does Urbana want Wal-Mart?  What are the benefits?

A - Ms. Tyler stated that a study would be taking place to reuse the commercial area 
around Sunnycrest and South Philo Road.  She announced that surveys had been 
distributed to residents and business group meetings are being planned.  Ms. Tyler 
stated that Philo Road would be resurfaced and improved in 2006 and should help 
with the vitality of the area. 

Mr. Kowalski stated that Urbana is interested in Wal-Mart for additional retail 
opportunities in Urbana for the residents and for revenue purposes. 

Q – Mr. Bill Bagby – If the “sole purpose” of the proposed trumpet interchange is to serve the area 
south of the Interstate, then why is it being planned to be north of the Interstate?

A - Mr. Gray stated that a study would need to be done regarding the development to 
the south.  Absent a study, it appears the most direct route to High Cross Road is 
north of I-74. 

Mr. Clark clarified that there have been some suggestions for improvements but none 
are planned at this time.  Mrs. Black stated that CUUATS has received comments 
concerning bicycle paths improvements and safety for pedestrians.  Mr. Clark added, 
however, that there are no plans as to what the intersection might look like. 

Q – Ms. Pam Olson – Normally when a business like Wal-Mart moves into an area, property 
values decrease.  How can you promise this will not occur?  How many Wal-Mart stores do we 
need within 10 miles?  Concerned with bright lights at night shining onto our properties.

A – Ms. Tyler stated that there is a real economic concern in Urbana and that we 
don’t have a healthy mix of land use.  There is no Wal-Mart in Urbana and they are 
all in Champaign.  She explained that plans are to provide a mixture of land uses next 
to residential areas. 

Mr. Clark thanked everyone for their input and invited anyone to fill out and mail a 
comment sheet found on the tables at the entrance to the room.  He then adjourned 
this public meeting at 8:00 p.m. 
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June 7, 2006 Public Workshop at Stone Creek 



























































































































































































































Comments Received from June 7, 2006 IL130 Corridor Study Public Workshop 

��Urbana’s Comprehensive Plan says we must do a thorough study on Cottonwood and 
1800 East before any decision is made on where to put an access road or interchange.  
We don’t need a ring road—we need a study to find out for sure why we need or think we 
need a ring road. 

 
��Good series of meetings.  Let’s use as much as we can of existing roads, right of ways, 

etc.  Plan for expansion with least disruption. 
 
��Appreciate all the time and hard work your commission has spent to carry this project this 

far.  Stop running bike path every place in the county.  Equalize utility tax with Champaign 
– pressure on Urbana council to stop retarding your hard work.  No need to plan if city 
councils stop dictating if a business can operate here (smoking ban) 

 
��Excellent statistical analysis (thank you!)  Thank you for letting us participate! 
 
��Well presented and informative. 
 
��You have had a super process for involving citizens in your study!  It has been very 

comprehensive.  However, you can plan and plan until you are blue in the face and 
Urbana has little chance of growing in a competitive manner with Champaign until you 
equalize the utility tax with that side of Wright Street. 

 
��No – Brownfield/Cemetery 

X – open housing – clustering style of housing 
Interesting planning with open space 
5th to Windsor will get congested 
1800 allows north south without cutting an area between section roads; feeder traffic can 
go west to Wal-Mart area; drainage better because Salt Fork moves north further by a 
little; avoids cutting into Brownfield, Phillips Tract, Trelease; North Road hits the slab 
going east to Flatville 
 

��I understand that this study was done with funding from a grant.  Unless a similar study is 
done for the Cottonwood and 1800E possible I-74 interchange options, comparisons are 
likely to be vague, and as much opinion-based as fact-based.   
 
In the advantages column for the IL130 interchange scenario, it states “most cost-effective 
location (for construction)”  Yet in the charts displayed at the June 7th meeting at 
Kennedy’s, and on the website, this option actually appears to have the highest price tag.  
In the same column, it states that there would be “minimal physical changes to High 
Cross Road north of I-74”.  This is not only vague, I believe it is misleading and 
inaccurate.   
 
In the disadvantages column, the first item is very vague: there are many residences at this 
proposed interchange, and few at the other 2 proposed locations.  Not only would many 
residences be affected, any which remained would suffer from significantly increased 
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noise levels—if this scenario is the only one likely to surpass acceptable noise levels, and 
has by far the most residences, why is it even being considered? 
 
Exactly where would the “right of way” for the IL130 interchange scenario be?  Is this a 
new name for what used to be called the trumpet interchange?  Of course, a significant 
amount of right of way would be required for each of the proposed interchange locations.  
But you really have to get more specific—exactly where, exactly how much, and exactly 
how much, in each case, of the various types of prime farmland (be specific, all the soil 
types are mapped).  To just state “more” or “less” prime farmland is vague, and 
potentially misleading.   
 
In Appendix D in the 2005 City of Urbana Comprehensive plan it states “projects 
identified as needing additional study, to determine necessity, design, location, etc…” 
and includes the 3 blue star alternatives, says that “consideration of interchange 
alternatives…include: Rural Residential development area”.  So is the Rural Residential 
designation seen on Appendix A just going to be ignored whenever it is convenient (or 
inconvenient)?   
 
I see that Urbana’s ETJ does go all the way to 1800E, and again in Appendix D of the 
Comprehensive Plan, both Cottonwood Road and 1800E are designated as “minor 
arterial”, whereas High Cross north of Rt. 150 is designated as “major collector”, i.e. a 
less-traffic road.  This was adopted, it says, April 11, 2005—so again, why is the IL130 
interchange scenario even being considered? 
 

��Don’t want road down High Cross corridor.  Want 1800E as an option for preservation of 
natural area. 

 
��We strongly oppose the IL130 interchange scenario as it affects several property owners 

and takes away farmland.  This interchange would also destroy wooded acreage in the 
area. 

 
��Your process is great.  Your printing on handouts is too small for us older folks.  Thanks 

for all your great efforts. 
 
��I would like to thank you for the opportunity to participate in this process.  Yours is not an 

easy task as there is no easy way to allow informed input.  I would like to make some 
recommendations: 

o Don’t consider these as the “4 scenarios”.  It has too much of a “package deal”. 
o Treat the projects as separate issues with multiple “package options”.   
o The process should include not only the vote for each project, but a priority rating. 
 

��What’s wrong with you people?  I have lived here for 30 years.  I was not notified. 
��The possibility of a Honda plant that could employ 1,500 people near Fithian could utilize 

an interchange. (staff note: Fithian is 18 miles from Cunningham Avenue on I-74, and 
they have an interchange) 
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Comments from Ranking Sheets: 
��5: A 4-lane highway on 1800E will impact fewer humans with homes.  The 

development cost will be lower.  Business, etc. should think of long term.  A belt-line 
as other cities have done is always out. 

��6: The drainage along 150 needs to be addressed! The state caused water to 
pond along 150 just west of 130 and the mosquito population is atrocious!  This is a 
health hazard.  Aldi cut the drainage pipe for Berenger’s residents which could present 
a huge problem for basements in that area in the future.  Urbana engineers need to 
protect present residents with greater care and attention.  Please do something about 
these MTD buses cruising this city empty or near empty all day long.  This is a travesty!  
Urbana must equalize the utility tax with Champaign if they are going to attract 
business. 

��8: There does not seem to be any ideal solution to this problem.  The 1800E 
interchange scenario would seem to have the least impact on sensitive university 
research areas and historic sites. 

��9: Arends John Deere dealership is on Cottonwood near the expressway.  An 
interchange will seriously hinder the traffic in and out of the dealership. 

��11: We do not want a ring road, extension road, or any roads! 
��12: The only preferred road is 1800E.  No other road is satisfactory. 
��13: We absolutely do not want or need any extension road, ring road, or any other 

type of new road in any location, whatsoever, or near or between High Cross and 
Cottonwood Roads. 

��14: So much as I’d like nothing to be done, 1800E makes the most sense.  The 
other three are not reasonable solutions, if an exchange is necessary.  An exchange at 
Cottonwood would have the farm implement traffic that goes to Arends Implement 
Company just south of the proposed interchange. 

��15: The interchange between High Cross and Cottonwood is unneeded.  The 
IL130 interchange goes through beautiful land that needs to be saved for future 
generations.  The 1800E interchange keeps development in already developed areas. 

��16: I strongly oppose the IL130 interchange scenario.  It adds a new highway 
which disrupts a beautiful rural/residential area and provides access to area requiring 
none. 

��17: Rural petition in 2004 says it all.  300+ people signed this and voted against 
interchange at High Cross/I-74. 

��19: IL130 interchange is too close to University interchange.  It also involves a new 
road through pristine area between two woods.  1800E interchange would be closer 
to St. Joseph which is expanding.  1800 goes straight north to Olympian Road the 
Ring Road. 

��24: Three close interchanges not advised.  As St. Joseph creeps east toward Fulls 
and Mayview there should be an interchange to service to the east, straight south to 
Windsor and Curtis (if the University agrees). 

��25: Priorities of limiting sprawl and in order of convenience (order of preference: 
IL130, Cottonwood 1, 2, 1800E) 

��27: Saving natural areas is very important.  Illinois is a state with only 3% of land 
left to natural areas.  We need to think of the future in terms of alternative modes of 
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tran__, not just highways and cars.  Promote bike trails, walkways, railroads, and 
public transportation. 

��29: 1800E would cause less disruption to the environment and provide sufficient 
long-term development “space”…and provide a possible corridor north to Ford Harris 
Road. 

��30: Why should federal excise tax on gasoline/diesel fuel be spent on excessive 
bicycle paths?  Bike paths now in place past Berenger Commons/Aldi ___ used.  
Urbana must change its attitude on business to justify spending ___ _ development 
___.  Urbana should equalize utility tax with Champaign.  The more roads, the more 
waste in MTD buses driving around empty. 

��31: University research: Brownfield Woods, Trelease Woods, Saline, wildlife, trees 
over 100 years old, prairie 

��34: IL130 interchange north of Airport Road: property on west is UI property 
(Brownfield Woods), property to east is a cemetery.  Cottonwood interchange north of 
Saline Ditch: Property on both sides is UI property (Trelease Woods).  Neither road 
northbound is suitable for bypass road. 

��36: Place this perimeter interchange far enough away from existing development to 
keep from destroying present community, and allow for development in an organized 
fashion.  

��37: We and many other neighbors in the IL130/High Cross Road and Cottonwood 
Road corridor between Olympian and Anthony Drive have stated repeatedly that we 
do not want or need any new roads, interchanges, trumpet roads or widened roads in 
this area!!!  If any such work is done (though we feel that none of it is justified), it 
should go farther east to 1800E.  Absolutely not in any of the other areas!!! 

��38: None of these are needed.  Stop allowing developers to dictate policy.  
Cottonwood is one of very few scenic roads in the area.  This committee is showing a 
level of arrogance equal to the Mass Transit District. 

��40: Stay off of Cottonwood Road. 
��42: I moved out here because I like the peace and quiet, Champaign/Urbana has 

plenty of interchanges, I like it out here and do not need another one to get me to my 
nice and quiet home.  Please do not disturb this, it’s all I have! 

��53: 1800E is the least disruptive location.  It may seem far away now, but not 
many years ago, High Cross Road seemed far away from downtown Urbana! 

��56:  1800E is the only exit that is an option. 
��58: I think that the Cottonwood 2 interchange would allow for future growth 

around the new Wal-Mart better than any of the other proposals. 
��59: 1800E is the only scenario that could work for everyone. 
��60: 1800E is the best solution. 
��61: I see no reason for having a 4-lane road traveling north from I-74.  As of right 

now it takes 10-12 minutes to go from NE Urbana all the way to SW Champaign.  It 
takes 5 minutes to get from Cottonwood High Cross to the mall area.  Champaign-
Urbana is not Indy in any way shape or form and will never be.  We don’t need a 
bypass to go around all our local businesses to gain 2 minutes. 

��63:  1800E can easily become a higher speed limited access corridor to SE Urbana 
because there exists very few curb cuts.  It also disturbs the least number of property 
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owners.  If you claim to be looking into the future travel needs why can’t you leave 
existing property use undisturbed and look to where future development will actually 
be.  It is also the only logical choice for the protection of fragile ecosystems. 

��68: The best plan is clearly the 1800E interchange to allow for future growth and 
expansion. 

��69: The ring road on 1800E avoids Trelease Woods and provides the most room 
for growth without engulfing the new ring road. 

��70: I think 1800E is the only choice. 
��73: Proposed routing does not consider target growth of the community and we 

will be revisiting this same situation 10 years from now.  In addition, proposed routing 
will require significant floodplain development efforts. 

��75: 1800E interchange and beltway will be much safer and cost less to build than 
the other choices. 

��76: Today I drove Olympian/Cottonwood; Olympian/1800 to Windsor just to 
count homes along each, and then I drove it again.  Cottonwood has 34 homes on 
the street or near it.  The 1800 Road has 10.  For that reason alone, the 1800 road is 
the preferable choice.  The cost would certainly seem less. 

��77: 1800E allows more space for development, does not cut Brownfield-Trelease 
greenbelt, avoids conflict with U of I, and disrupts far fewer families. 

��79: This is one of the last areas around Urbana with wildlife and natural habitat.  
Changes as proposed would destroy this. 

��80: My husband and I worked a lifetime to own our dream home and property.  
We enjoy the wildlife and one of the natural groves in the area.  We only want 1800E 
interchange—least destructive to this area! 

��81: 1800E is the only option we feel is equitable for everyone involved!  
��82: 1800E is the only option we feel is equitable for everyone involved! 
��84: Please, don’t disturb our quiet neighborhood with more traffic and noise.  We 

don’t want our area to become another “North Prospect”. 
��85: It’s time to realize that the “ring road” will never happen because the people 

don’t want it.  Government should serve the people, not business interests.  Anything 
going north of Rt. 150 is a waste and goes nowhere.  We deserve the peace and quiet 
we found when we made our homes here.  This is neither progress nor expansion.  
Just a waste. 

��90: Leave us alone. 
��91: For this subject being dead (so told by local government) it seems alive.  We 

can no longer trust the people some picks.  Why is it Urbana City government can 
dictate what happens with us in the county.  We in the county didn’t (can’t) vote for 
city. 

��93: Cemetery road is the only logical option. 
��95: IL130 and Cottonwood north both have UI and/or cemeteries that would block 

those bypass roads. 
��103: 1800E road can be widened without affecting existing homes and wooded 

areas to connect with Olympian Drive.  Also gives access to St. Joseph area which is 
continuing to expand. 
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��105: I don’t want anyone to lose their home.  I myself have lived here all my life in 
this area and wouldn’t want to be disturbed. 

��106: Destroying too much farmland and natural habitats.  Plus homes to make it 
more convenient for traffic.  University cut off a ¼ mile up.  Not a good idea. 

��107:  The natural areas that have defied the odds and managed to survive 
agriculture and urbanization in northeast Urbana (Raintree Woods, Holcomb Woods, 
Brownfield Woods, Trelease Woods, Phillips Tract and Trelease Prairie) constitute an 
invaluable area resource and should be left as undisturbed as possible.  Any increase 
in traffic in those areas jeopardizes the integrity of these ecological communities 
(which contribute to the character of the surrounding neighborhoods and enrich the 
lives of the residents) and risks inflicting irreparable damage.  Accordingly, I favor the 
plan that places the development as far east of these areas as possible.   

��125: Please select the plan that affects the least amount of homes and property 
owners, which is 1800E interchange.  If IL130 is selected it would affect many homes 
and farms, not to mention the loss of wooded acres which is the home for many 
animals and plants. 

��126: Please select the plan that affects the least amount of homes and property 
owners and farmers (property owners), which is 1800E interchange.  The selection of 
IL130 would affect the most homes and farmland.  It also destroys wooded acres. 

��127: Select the plan that affects the least amount of land and property owners, 
which is 1800E interchange.  I oppose the IL130 interchange scenario as it would 
take farmland out of production and eliminate wooded acres. 

��128: Select the plan that affects the least amount of land and property owners, 
which is 1800E interchange.  I oppose the IL130 interchange scenario as it would 
take farmland out of production and eliminate wooded acres. 

��139: The IL130 scenario presents an acceptable compromise between area 
residents and business development.  IL130 will grow and to ignore this certainty is to 
plan problems into our future.  The IL130 interchange scenario also protects 
residential property owners.  Moving the interchange further east would squeeze 
current residential owners between the sprawl around a new interchange further east 
and the IL130 development. 

��140: Preservation of sensitive research areas (Brownfield Woods, Trelease Woods 
and Prairie, and Phillips Tract Biological Research Area is paramount). 

��141: My research and teaching sites occur in Brownfield Woods, Trelease Woods, 
and Phillips Tract.  Highway expansion is totally incompatible with the maintenance of 
these natural areas.  We have such a limited amount of natural area in this region.  It 
is inconceivable that we would sacrifice sites of historical importance, sites that have 
been studied for so many years. 

��142: I don’t like any of the other 3 alternatives (other than 1800E) as they seem 
likely to interfere with established residences, natural areas, and research areas of the 
University of Illinois. 

��143: I’ve been using the University Research areas for 23 years to conduct my 
research.  These areas have vast numbers of scientific studies associated with them, 
going back in some cases almost a hundred years.  Major highways running 
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alongside (as on High Cross Road) any of them or running through them, as the 
Cottonwood options would indicated, would be disastrous. 

��145: I manage the U of I Natural Areas research sites.  Trelease Woods, Trelease 
Prairie, and Phillips Tract are on Cottonwood Road and Brownfield Woods is on High 
Cross Road.  All four of these sites would be negatively affected by any increased road 
expansion of High Cross or Cottonwood Road.  Only the 1800E interchange plan 
would effectively protect these sites.  Brownfield and Trelease Woods (owned and 
protected by the U of I since 1939 and 1917 respectively) are exceptionally valuable 
and historic remnants of the original Big Grove prairie grove woods in Champaign 
County, and the only two remaining high quality woodland communities.  The 
University has assured me that protecting these sites will be viewed as a priority.  
Please do not discount the importance of these sites.  Also, Trelease Prairie, purchased 
in 1942 is the oldest constructed prairie area in the state.  The Phillips Tract research 
area has a 38 year history of ecological research.  They are not areas that can 
withstand human disturbance. 

��146: I can’t believe you are pushing this again.  Did you even read the petition 
signed by almost all the residents out here? 

��149: 1800E provides the best long term planning potential with least impact on 
residents.  It can also be developed to reduce pressure on 130/150, as well as a 
“bypass” with limited access for 130 to US45.  IL130 interchange scenario increased 
pressure on 130/150 intersection.  Significant impact on local residents, no significant 
improvement for business access to I-74. 

��150: There isn’t a need for another interchange this close to Urbana. 
��151: I see no need for any more interchanges this close to University Avenue 

interchange.  If you think you need another one put it down around Mayview on either 
side so you will not have a need to destroy anyone’s home.  Use some common 
sense. 

��154: Unless I better understand the Cottonwood scenarios, I believe that 1800E is 
the one of choice.  It allows for the obvious growth of Urbana and lends to the “ring” 
road of Champaign-Urbana.  I have spoken to a family in Massachusetts where Wal-
Mart was placed on the Cape with no roads to take the heavy trucks.  Wal-Mart 
agreed to pay $$$$$ for the new road—not MA.  Have we approached them?  I 
know that Urbana wants the business but asking might prove them to be an interesting 
partner.  As for leapfrog development, I feel that you have said this will take more 
farmland—we have all watched the farmers as the $$ look better in land sale to sell to 
developers.  Therefore, I do not hesitate to buy land for this project nor do I hesitate to 
“suggest” or in some manner ask the county to help with leapfrog rules to prevent 
piecemeal growth.  Yes, I wish to consider sensitive research areas, and historical 
sites.  I obviously do not know the details but believe that this can be approached with 
an ample knowledge base. 

��155: Only the 1800 E Interchange is a viable plan, if you are not to impact seriously 
research capabilities of the University biology group.  An enlarged High Cross Road 
would impact into Brownfield Woods, an ecologically unique site.  Brownfield Woods, 
along with Trelease Woods (below) are the only remnants of a large presettlement 
forest.  As a result, it provides an opportunity for research requiring comparisons with 
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conditions as existed in relatively undisturbed ecosystems.  Enlargement of the road 
will cut into the woods, most likely requiring destruction several presettlement trees, as 
well as loss of part of the tract.  In addition, increased traffic alongside the road, as 
would occur, would disrupt significantly the fauna of the site, rendering the woods 
unsuitable for most research. 

 
Similar impacts would occur to Trelease Woods in respect to either of the Cottonwood 
Interchange plans.  Trelease Woods has served as the site of research resulting in 
more scientific papers than only one other site in the world.  Its value for continued 
research would be almost completely lost, if Cottonwood Lane were widened, with the 
ensuing increase in traffic.  Increased traffic would also degrade the effectiveness of 
Phillips Tract for ecological research.  Further, loss of land from both Trelease Woods 
and adjacent Phillips Tract would reduce research potential of the two sites. 

 
Given the University of Illinois has been at the forefront of the development of the field 
of ecology in North America and that the above sites have been instrumental in 
achieving this stature, it is imperative that we do not have the effectiveness of these 
sites for the conduct of research degraded.  These sites have been one of the main 
reasons the university has been able to recruit and retain prominent ecologists and 
other field biologists.  Although located within the sea of corn and soybeans, the 
nearness of these sites and their uniqueness has been one of the major recruiting tools 
available to us.  The University needs the continuing availability of these sites in order 
to retain its prominence in the field of ecology. 

��156: In addition to the disadvantages listed for Cottonwood 1 & 2 consideration 
should be given to Arends John Deere dealership which is located on the east side of 
Cottonwood between 150 and I-75.  Large farm equipment and traffic on and off the 
interstate should not be mixed.  This is a new dealership and should be around for the 
next 20-25 years. 

��157: It would be helpful to know the number of properties with homes and/or 
businesses that would be significantly impacted by each scenario.  It is my fear that the 
number might be high that causes us to rank IL130 interchange scenario as number 4 
rather than 1.  In any scenario loss of agricultural land is likely to be involved as most 
displaced uses of existing property will be moved out (homes and businesses) to more 
distant locations now used for agriculture.  Personal and economic impacts on those 
likely to be affected are important issues to us.   
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Comments Tally

Paraphrased comment No. of Times 
Commented

Avoid research areas/woods/other natural areas 29

Avoid as many residences as possible 21

Avoid historic sites 8

Expanding St. Joseph could use an interchange closer to them 4

No bypass road (ring road) 4

Arends John Deer on Cottonwood hindered with interchange 3

Anti-mass transit 2

Equalize utility tax with Champaign 2

No new roads 2

No ring road on IL130 2

No new roads between IL130 and Cottonwood 2

Deterring sprawl is a priority 2

Balance logical growth patterns with avoiding residences 2

Avoid Cottonwood 2

No more interchanges needed 2

Address drainage issues on US150 1

Convenience is a priority 1

Pro-alternative transportation modes 1

Anti-bike facilities 1

Urbana needs to change its attitude about business 1

Stop allowing developers to dictate policy 1

70 of 157 participants that filled out ranking sheets provided comments.
The following is a very general summary of those comments.



Summary of Voting Exercise
IL130 Corridor Study

June 2006

By Number of Votes
IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Inside Urbana limits 3 0 1 11 0 15

Outside Urbana limits 3 2 1 134 2 142

Total 6 2 2 145 2 157

IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Inside study area 0 1 1 103 0 105

Outside study area 6 1 1 42 2 52

Total 6 2 2 145 2 157

By Percentage of Total Votes
IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Inside Urbana limits 20% 0% 7% 73% 0% 100%

Outside Urbana limits 2% 1% 1% 94% 1% 100%

IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Inside study area 0% 1% 1% 98% 0% 100%

Outside study area 0% 1% 1% 98% 0% 100%

IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Overall Total Votes 4% 1% 1% 92% 1% 100%
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Scenario Preferences
IL130 Corridor Study
From 06-07-06 Public Workshop Voting Exercise

By Number of Votes
IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Inside Urbana limits 3 0 1 11 0 15

Outside Urbana limits 3 2 1 134 2 142

Total 6 2 2 145 2 157

IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Inside study area 0 1 1 103 0 105

Outside study area 6 1 1 42 2 52

Total 6 2 2 145 2 157

By Percentage of Total Votes
IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Inside Urbana limits 20% 0% 7% 73% 0% 100%

Outside Urbana limits 2% 1% 1% 94% 1% 100%

IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Inside study area 0% 1% 1% 98% 0% 100%

Outside study area 0% 1% 1% 98% 0% 100%

IL130 Cottonwood 1 Cottonwood 2 1800E No Interchange TOTAL

Overall Total Votes 4% 1% 1% 92% 1% 100%
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IL130 Preferred Alternative Comments Received 
October 17, 2006 Public Workshop 
 
Each number corresponds to one respondent.  The same number is used in each of the 
questions so that a better understanding can be gained of the full context of their responses.  
This ID does not correspond to the participant ID used in other comment documents.  
 
What do you think of the preferred alternative?  Are there refinements that will improve the 
alternative? 
 
1. The right questions are being asked.  I like the focus on landscaping.  But the 

practicalities about maintenance, interfering with snow removal, etc., lighting efforts 
on plants and wildlife could be addressed more. 

2. More attention needed on non-automobile transport. 
3. No road between Washington and 150 east of Wal-Mart.  This disrupts hike and 

bikeway activity that everyone seems to want.   
4. I think that it’s a reasonable proposal. 
5. I like it. 
6. Complete a limited access “ring” first to eliminate/reduce the traffic on IL130. 
7. The preferred alternative analysis reflects not only sensitivity to citizen’s needs and 

desires, but also the expertise and knowledge of the professional planners. 
8. We should rethink bike access in all this area with respect to the “complete streets” 

concept advocated for proper bike/vehicle movement and safety 
9. Please consider changing the paved shoulders into official AASHTO bike lanes.  

Perhaps this is appropriate on frontage roads, on High Cross north of I-74, and on 
IL130 itself. 

10. Was disappointed to see the lack of expansion of Airport Rd while the land is still 
available.  Really need a wider road and bike paths. 

11. It’s ok. 
12. It’s questionable—too expensive for a few stores.  The stores should contribute to the 

expense of the roads. 
13. Make 4 lane by Wal-Mart (if still in business by then).  Maybe convert existing exit 185 

on I-74, similar to changes of Bowman Ave exit 216 at Danville (see images drawn) 
14. I was pleased to see the obvious respect you hold for areas north of I-74. 
15. Taking the major road improvements N of I-74 off the board at this time is a positive 

turn of events, same with I-74 interchange.  130 & 150 are the two major routes I use 
to and from work AM and PM and during day for work.  I’m concerned any new 
roadway improvements will be cancelled out by potential stop light systems.  Too 
much “stack ‘em and pack ‘em” stoplight use just forces more traffic farther out on to 
the unimproved roadways. 
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In your opinion what is the most important transportation improvement proposed on the 
IL130/High Cross Road Corridor? 
 
��Road Improvement 

o 3.  Frontage roads allow through traffic 
o 5.  Widening Washington Street out to IL130 , or beyond to the new road. 
o 9.  signalization, paved shoulders 
o 10.  signal lights 
o 14.  It appears there would be space to walk along the rd; this is needed. 

 
��Bridge Projects:  

o 2.  Outrigger for bicycle use, rather than bridge widening 
o 3.  Needed on north, across Salt Fork 
o 9.  Saline 
o 12.  Make a bicycle lane outrigger 
o 13.  Better bridge over Saline Ditch 

 
��Bicycle/Pedestrian Paths:  

o 3.  Go for small segments rather than over all through city. 
o 7.  This is excellent!  We have a lot of walkers and bikers and this project could 

be completed fairly fast. 
o 9.  IL130 shared use path is great! 
o 10.  bike/pedestrian paths 
o 11.  The safety on 130 
o 12.  We need these 
o 13.  Needed from Wal-Mart, Tatman to Windsor 
o 14.  divided by nat. growth from roadways 

��Road. Improv. with Add. Lanes:  
o 3.  Keep lanes as are; have good runoffs 
o 9.  IL130 widening 
o 13.  University to Washington 
o 14.  Frontage roads sound very safe 

 
��Other: 

o 3.  Retain natural state north of I-74 
o 9.  MTD access critical 
o 13.  Light at Washington 
o 15.  Frontage road to commercial areas along 130—reduce need for stoplight 

configurations 
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Morning Lunch Aft/Eve Morning Lunch Aft/Eve Morning Lunch Aft/Eve Morning Lunch Aft/Eve Morning Lunch Aft/Eve
1 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 12
2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 5 0 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 2 0 2 4 0 4 55
5 7 7 0 7 7 7 6 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 6 53
6 4 0 4 4 0 4 1 0 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 24
7 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4
8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3
9 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 6
10 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 0 4 15
11 2 2 0 3 3 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 4 4 27
12 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 3 3 3 0 0 0 19
13 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 5 0 5 0 0 0 13
14 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 2 2 1 0 1 60
15 6 0 6 2 2 2 6 6 6 1 0 0 2 2 2 43

TOTAL 32 20 31 32 24 32 28 20 27 15 12 20 16 6 23
Rd Tot

Airport
Partic. ID TOTAL

83 88 75 47 45
338

IL130 High Cross US150 Washington

How many days per week do you use/what time of day do you use… 

 
Do you have any other comments regarding the corridor study or related transportation 
needs in the IL130/High Cross Road Corridor? 
     
2—Please heed the very well-informed comments of Gary Cziko and other conscientious 

bicyclists who would like to help make C-U-S a model bicycle-friendly community—and 
safe! 

3—Keep attention on access plans which relate to the area.  No widening of N 130 north of 
I-74. 

5—If N High Cross is widened to provide 2 lanes plus shoulders, it may be difficult to find the 
necessary land where High Cross goes between Brownfield Woods and a cemetery. 

7—Your hard work and sensitivity are appreciated greatly.  Keep up the good work! 
8—I would like to see all roads north of I-74 be bike accessible.  This is currently an area 

that’s heavily used by bikes now and if traffic increases, bike safety will suffer if shoulders 
or width is not sufficient. 

9—Please consider both on-street and off-street bike facilities so we can achieve “complete 
streets”.  Thank you for your environmental and context sensitive considerations, such as 
NOT adding lanes north of I-74, NOT adding a ring road. 

10—Watch the height of plant material in median strips.  Obscures the view of traffic. 
12—We should be spending money on light rail or public transportation. 
13—We need better mass transit if a shopping area is developed. 
14—Excellent presentation—very clear reasoning 
15—My greatest concerns are based on maintaining the integrity of the U of I’s ecological 

research areas NE of Urbana.  The proposed plan as of today either cuts those areas out 
of the plan or show at least some deference.  This is good.  Airport Road, planned as just 
an improved 2 lane, will still impact the south side of Brownfield Woods.  I hope that the 
impact on Brownfield Woods will continue to be a consideration. 

 
 
 





High Cross/IL130 Corridor Design Preferences Survey 

CODE
PARTIC.   

ID
SURVEY 

RESPONSE
COMMENT

1 Natural Resources North of I-74
1A Future roadway improvements
1A11 Fencing and crossing points to direct animals safely across road

2-1 BAD waste of money
3-1 BAD no natural low spots
3-6 BAD won't use
5-3 NEUTRAL expensive
6-2 BAD wildlife will do according to habit
6-3 NEUTRAL deer and animals will cross where they want
6-6 NONE depends on road cross section and alignment at specific location
7-1 BAD need educated deer
7-5 NEUTRAL worried it makes barriers for pedestrians

1A21 Signage for motorists to be vigilant of animals
2-9 GOOD deer crossing sign needed for Brownfield Woods
6-6 NONE depends on road cross section and alignment at specific location

1B Future roadway improvements to reduce habitat fragmentation
1B11 Bridges for animal crossings

1-3 BAD use Boneyard Bridge
2-9 BAD probably cost prohibitive
3-1 BAD no natural low spots
5-1 BAD too expensive
5-3 GOOD Already planned at Saline Ditch at High Cross
6-2 BAD wildlife will do according to habit
6-6 NONE depends on road cross section and alignment at specific location

7-5 NEUTRAL
I worry that elevation changes serve as barriers for pedestrians and people who live 
nearby

1B21 Under-road culverts for animal crossings
1-3 BAD use Boneyard Bridge
2-9 BAD probably cost prohibitive
3-1 BAD no natural low spots
5-3 NEUTRAL maintenance issue
6-2 NEUTRAL wildlife will do according to habit
6-6 NONE depends on road cross section and alignment at specific location

7-5 NEUTRAL
I worry that elevation changes serve as barriers for pedestrians and people who live 
nearby

1B3 Minimize lighting
5-1 BAD compromises safety
5-3 BAD light intersections, safety
6-2 NEUTRAL unclear of meaning
6-3 GOOD traffic speeds are going to increase with road improvements
6-6 NONE depends on road cross section and alignment at specific location
7-3 BAD As a motorist, I want suitable lighting
7-6 NEUTRAL Depends upon location; some good, some bad.

Partic. ID used in this section refers to the same person's
partic. ID in the Your Ideas section of the survey. 1

High Cross/IL130 Corridor Study
October 17, 2006 Public Workshop



High Cross/IL130 Corridor Design Preferences Survey 

CODE
PARTIC.   

ID
SURVEY 

RESPONSE
COMMENT

2 Landscape Character North of I-74
2A New residential development
2A1 Preserve area along Saline Ditch (natural protection area)

5-1 GOOD natureway
5-3 GOOD define area
7-5 GOOD Yes! Please buffer this sensitive area.
7-6 NEUTRAL Depends upon width and restrictions.

2A22

5-4 GOOD runoff from development can be reduced with more gradual slopes
6-2 GOOD but depends on situation for each area
6-3 GOOD can't dictate how landowner will divide his/her land
6-4 GOOD not enough info--some reservations
6-6 GOOD but should be loops not cul-de-sacs

3 Landscape Character South of I-74
3A New residential development
3A1 Make bicycle and pedestrian connections within residential areas

4-1 GOOD using "Complete Streets" concept
6-2 NEUTRAL depends entirely on area

3A2
6-2 NEUTRAL depends entirely on area
7-2 GOOD ped & bike pathways clearly marked would be a more direct way to achieve this

3A4
5-1 GOOD where appropriate
6-4 GOOD and provide clear view for security/safety

3A5

5-4 GOOD more curves to naturally limit speed
6-3 GOOD what does this mean?
6-4 GOOD depends on what type
7-3 GOOD calm but do not prevent through traffic

3A6
2-3 GOOD make sure buses can get through
4-1 BAD streets need to be wide enough for bike access
5-1 NEUTRAL but not too narrow
7-2 NEUTRAL a road 2 feet wider than the absolute minimum seems safer for traffic
7-5 GOOD Skinny streets!
7-6 BAD Really bad idea.

Make road widths within residential areas the minimum width possible according to emergency access needs

Clustered residential development (one access point for a number of homes versus having individual accesses for 
each residence)

Use landscaping to help guide pedestrians and bicyclists to and from different parts of the corridor

Use landscape buffers to reduce land use conflicts, but not be permanent barriers to logical pedestrian movement

Construct residential roads that calm through traffic and facilitate all traffic modes while reducing conflicts with 
other travelers (bicycles, pedestrians, other motorists)

Partic. ID used in this section refers to the same person's
partic. ID in the Your Ideas section of the survey. 2

High Cross/IL130 Corridor Study
October 17, 2006 Public Workshop



High Cross/IL130 Corridor Design Preferences Survey 

CODE
PARTIC.   

ID
SURVEY 

RESPONSE
COMMENT

3B New commercial development
3B1 Make bicycle and pedestrian connections between residential and commercial areas

1-3 NEUTRAL yes to sidewalk, no to bicycle
6-2 BAD useless and waste of funds
7-5 GOOD Complete streets!

3B2 Make bicycle and pedestrian connections between commercial buildings
1-3 NEUTRAL yes to sidewalk
5-1 GOOD yes!
7-2 GOOD wide parking lots will somewhat defeat pedestrian travel from commercial sites

3B33

1-3 NONE no confidence, 20 mil over budget
2-9 GOOD need more MTD service in area
6-2 GOOD only if there are transit stops

3B4
3B5

6-3 GOOD preserve safety

3B63

6-3 BAD too expensive, impractical
6-4 GOOD limiting and costs more

3B73

2-9 GOOD need more MTD service in area
6-2 NEUTRAL depends on areas

4 Building Design South of I-74
4A New Commercial Development

4A14

6-2 BAD do not want it looking like a circus!

6-3 GOOD
I think there is entirely too much preoccupation with encouraging commercial 
development

6-4 GOOD yes, however not totally dictated

7-5 GOOD
However, don't let stores build their own "shaped" buildings which will not be reused later 
by another store.  See big box model ordinances.

4A24

1-3 BAD costly for owners and customers
5-1 GOOD where appropriate
6-2 BAD do not want it looking like a circus!

4A34

1-3 BAD costly for owners and customers
3-7 GOOD stand up cement, walls decorative
5-1 GOOD where appropriate as accents
6-4 GOOD concerned about limitations, nervous about dictating so much
7-6 NEUTRAL might discourage development, increases costs

Façade Materials:  Use materials that are consistent with City of Urbana design guidelines, such as brick

Use landscaping to create distinct travel areas for motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians within parking lots and 
adjacent to establishments

Make entrances and paved walkways lead directly to a bus stop where transit is available

Encourage building design that looks "complex and engaging" rather than a flat, one-color brick wall.  Use 
architectural distinctions between different parts of the building (i.e. garden center, automotive, grocery, etc.)

Encourage multiple, distinct entrances to different parts of the building

Assuming that transit service exists, provide transit stops that link to sidewalk systems, and do not conflict with 
bicycle or road systems

Use landscaping to help guide pedestrians and bicyclists to and from different parts of the corridor
Use landscape buffers to reduce land use conflicts, but not be permanent barriers to logical pedestrian movement

Partic. ID used in this section refers to the same person's
partic. ID in the Your Ideas section of the survey. 3

High Cross/IL130 Corridor Study
October 17, 2006 Public Workshop



High Cross/IL130 Corridor Design Preferences Survey 

CODE
PARTIC.   

ID
SURVEY 

RESPONSE
COMMENT

4A44

1-3 BAD costly for owners and customers
2-3 GOOD windows to look out
2-8 GOOD windows to look out of!
3-7 GOOD stand up cement, walls decorative
5-1 GOOD where appropriate as accents
7-2 GOOD vary gables and roof lines for break up of facades

4A54

4A6
2-8 GOOD outstanding idea--Yes!  To avoid abandoned buildings.
5-1 NEUTRAL not necessary

5 Parking Lot Design South of I-74
5A Visual appearance

5A15

2-9 GOOD might need less land to parking lots
3-7 GOOD restrict lot use as shopper volume varies
5-1 GOOD where appropriate
5-3 GOOD if truly different hours
5-5 BAD parking needs will always grow as business grows
7-5 GOOD really like Todd Litman's Parking Management Best Practices

5A25

5A3

5-1 NEUTRAL where it makes sense
5-3 BAD example? 2 fronts? Expensive
6-3 BAD shoppers want easy access from cars to shops
7-6 NEUTRAL inhibits development, increases costs

5A4
2-8 GOOD bioswales--yes!
5-3 GOOD retailers want visibility

5A5
2-9 GOOD storm water a problem
5-1 GOOD bioswale!
5-3 BAD maintenance, snow removal
5-4 GOOD grass block for most areas including parking lots
6-3 GOOD if flat and firm.  Can't walk on gravel or mulch or push a cart
6-4 GOOD if cost effective
7-2 GOOD avoid loose gravel except in peripheral landscaping
7-5 GOOD porous paving--yes!

When practicable, utilize paving materials that reduce runoff

Parking provision should be minimized and take advantage of different operating hours and parking demand of 
multiple businesses (i.e. restaurants and retail stores have different "peak" business hours and parking needs)

Create landscaped parking islands to guide traffic flow, provide some infiltration and reduce runoff, and to 
enhance aesthetics of the development
Place parking away from the street and behind businesses to enhance the overall appearance of the building and 
make pedestrian access easier

Provide landscaping around the building and parking perimeter to provide a visual buffer

Encourage the use of windows or faux openings to avoid blank, uninterrupted walls

Use the building to frame any wall signs to naturally draw attention rather than extensive lighting
Encourage building design that can be converted to easily meet changing market demands

Partic. ID used in this section refers to the same person's
partic. ID in the Your Ideas section of the survey. 4

High Cross/IL130 Corridor Study
October 17, 2006 Public Workshop



High Cross/IL130 Corridor Design Preferences Survey 

CODE
PARTIC.   

ID
SURVEY 

RESPONSE
COMMENT

5B Bicyclists and Pedestrians
5B16

7-5 GOOD
Also, the Rt130 and frontage roads need "complete street" design including consideration 
of on-street facilities for areas where appropriate.

5B26

7-5 GOOD
Also, the Rt130 and frontage roads need "complete street" design including consideration 
of on-street facilities for areas where appropriate.

5B3
2-3 GOOD not too close
2-9 GOOD encourage alternative transportation
3-7 GOOD vertical racks
5-3 BAD away from entrances
6-3 GOOD not congestion at front of store
6-4 NEUTRAL not too near but handy for some

7-5 GOOD
Also, the Rt130 and frontage roads need "complete street" design including consideration 
of on-street facilities for areas where appropriate.

7-6 GOOD Not too near, not every entrance
5B4

5-1 GOOD only if safe
5-5 BAD paint them as crosswalks
6-6 NONE detail design problem that must for traffic movement

7-2 GOOD
an excellent example of what not to do is the entrance at the Farm and Fleet store--4 
lanes separate parking spaces from store entrance

7-5 GOOD
Also, the Rt130 and frontage roads need "complete street" design including consideration 
of on-street facilities for areas where appropriate.

5B5

7-5 GOOD
Also, the Rt130 and frontage roads need "complete street" design including consideration 
of on-street facilities for areas where appropriate.

5C Signage
5C17

2-9 GOOD we need to get rid of major ugly signs, such as billboard at Main & Vine
5-1 GOOD monument signs
6-2 GOOD should be non-obtrusive
6-3 BAD follow strict sign ordinance
6-4 GOOD more than "permit"

5C2
5C37

2-8 NEUTRAL depends on how big the parking lot is
5-3 GOOD where practicable
6-3 NONE independent stores want independent signs

5C4
6-3 BAD put signs on buildings

5C5
3-4 GOOD monument lighting good
6-4 NEUTRAL need more info
7-2 BAD I'd prefer internally lit signs
7-5 GOOD suggest monument signs not pole signs
7-6 BAD why?

Group signage to minimize scattered, independent signs

Place signs near access drives 

Encourage external sign lighting

Narrow access drive widths near entrances to slow traffic and allow easier pedestrian crossing

Ensure the parking lot and internal sidewalk circulation take multiple entrances into consideration

Permit attractive, context-sensitive signs that are adequate to serve the needs of businesses

Place landscaping to visually link signs to the site and building

Provide access from handicap parking spaces to internal sidewalks, with appropriate curb cuts if necessary

Landscape sidewalks in front of the store to channel customers to safer crosswalk areas

Provide bicycle racks near store entrances

Partic. ID used in this section refers to the same person's
partic. ID in the Your Ideas section of the survey. 5

High Cross/IL130 Corridor Study
October 17, 2006 Public Workshop



High Cross/IL130 Corridor Design Preferences Survey 

CODE
PARTIC.   

ID
SURVEY 

RESPONSE
COMMENT

5D Lighting
5D17

2-8 NEUTRAL natural landscaping more important than
3-7 GOOD security lighting for shopper safety
5-4 BAD will limit choices for plants in the beds if lighted or 24/7

5D2

4-1 NEUTRAL We don't want too much light
5D37

5D4
2-1 BAD Unsafe--robbers love it
2-9 GOOD dim for 24 hours, off for others
3-7 NEUTRAL in areas based on shopper volume
5-1 GOOD only if safe
5-5 BAD crime
7-6 GOOD really like dim concept

5D57

2-1 GOOD Prefer 5D3
2-9 GOOD Residents insist.  There were complaints against Wal-Mart

6 Multi-modal Transportation South of I-74
6A Commercial areas
6A18

2-9 GOOD Needed for more pedestrians and cyclists
5-1 GOOD where appropriate

6A28

2-9 GOOD Needed for more pedestrians and cyclists
6-3 BAD not reasonable
6-4 GOOD expensive?

6A38

2-9 GOOD Needed for more pedestrians and cyclists
5-1 GOOD not right next to entrance
5-3 GOOD away from entrances

6B Roadway crossings
6B18

2-8 BAD not effective on campus
5-1 GOOD where volumes are high
7-2 NEUTRAL not all-only major ones
7-6 GOOD high traffic only

6B28

7-6 NEUTRAL risky

6B3

5-1 BAD too complicated
5-3 BAD confusing
6-3 NEUTRAL why? If they're already sharing?
6-6 NEUTRAL what does research say on whether this works?
7-5 GOOD Let's try this.  Also, we need signs to identify shared-use path as such.

Create safe mid-block crossings when there is considerable distance between intersection crossings

Provide exclusive bicycle crosswalks that are visually distinct from adjacent pedestrian crosswalks if the crosswalks 
are uniting two off street shared use or bicycle paths

Provide bus pullouts with shelters along a commercial corridor or on frontage roads

Make pedestrian connections through parking lots between roadway sidewalks and building entrances

Provide bike racks next to bus shelters and entrances to buildings

Include countdown signals at pedestrian crossings

Provide pedestrian scale lighting along pedestrian walkways to increase pedestrian safety; this is in addition to 
lighting provided for motorist safety

In order to minimize spillover lighting to future residential areas, use downward facing lighting
Dim/turn off lights after business hours or past 10pm for "24-hour" stores

Direct building lights away from adjacent residential properties or adequately screen them with landscaping or a 
fence

Place lighting on landscaped islands in the parking lot or on the corner of parking spaces

Partic. ID used in this section refers to the same person's
partic. ID in the Your Ideas section of the survey. 6
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High Cross/IL130 Corridor Design Preferences Survey 

Your Ideas
PARTIC. 

ID
COMMENT

1.  Natural Resources North of I-74

2-2

This should be a heritage issue for the City of Urbana  These few remaining high quality areas and 
moderate to badly degraded resources still constitue the "best" remaining wildlife ecology within 10 miles of 
CU.  This area should be considered a plus to the community and be enhanced rather than fragmented.  
The prairie is gone with tiny exceptions, the forest area is nearly gone (just trees don't cout), the rivers and 
streams have been straightened and dredged.  Build on what little is left, look at Central Park in New York, 
it takes effort to create green spaces.

2-3
Please save the natural resources by not making High Cross Road a major street and certainly not an 
access to I-74

2-8
This area is unique in Champaign County: historically, geologically, culturally and with regard to natural 
habitat of plants and animals.  We must recognize and protect irreplaceable assets that are found only 
here!

2-9 Preserve Brownfield Woods and Saline Branch areas.  Do not widen road.

3-3 Protect the environment north of I-74.  Reduce speed north of I-74.

3-5 No ring road!

3-6 This area is a natural treasure that the city of Urbana should cherish and protect.

4-1
Important to preserve this unique area.  Need to be careful to provide proper access to all and minimize 
development.

5-1 Not worth too much wildlife control--but add signs.  Do a natureway along Saline.

5-2 How about nature trails.  Flood control improvements along E Airport and High Cross

5-4
Must be protected and left roadless to ensure biodiversity.  Any further parceling or division will not allow 
sufficient area for continued breeding and genetic diversity.

7-1
No outlet from Washington to 150 east of Wal-Mart.  It conflicts with habitat and bikeway.  In the future 
this may be an interurban line from St. Joe to Mahomet.

2.  Landscape Character North of I-74

2-2
Improve upon what's there.  Improve Saline Ditch stream.  Include park areas.  Make it an "area", not just 
another chopped up residential area.  Add ponds to reduce need for old ag tile systems. Cars and streets 
only benefit one living species--people.  Think about the other 5000+ species that live in the area.

2-3 Save the natural areas we have--they are a treasure

2-9 Keep natural, like Brownfield Woods

3-3 Keep the landscape character the way it is.

3-6 When landscaping is necessary, keep it as close to natural as possible.

4-1
Important to preserve this unique area.  Need to be careful to provide proper access to all and minimize 
development.

5-1 Limit access points

5-2 Bike paths all the way up High Cross

5-4 Maintain rural residential with any new developments laid out as "cluster" homes

7-1 Retain existing terrain including moraine and eska

Partic. ID used in this section refers to the same person's
partic. ID in the main part of the survey comments.
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High Cross/IL130 Corridor Design Preferences Survey 

3.  Landscape Character South of I-74

2-2

This was originally a flat, wet area, particularly east of IL130. Changing the character from agricultural with 
its sterile water ditch and ag tiles to business/residential where water plays a role in aesthetics, filtering, and 
wildlife should be considered.  The remnant prairie species along the abandoned RR line could be a real 
asset if/when CCDC takes over the line for a bike trail.  These remnant prairie plant and insect species are 
valuable at many levels.

2-3 Keep the natural areas we have

2-9 Keep in character with neighborhood--plantings to cover sanitary sewer lift station north of Brickhouse

4-1 Don't want the congested, sprawl feel of North Prospect

5-1 Integrate commercial/residential with different modes

5-2 More bike paths

5-4 Too late, it is already a fast thoroughfare

7-1 Watch drainage

4.  Building Design South of I-74
2-2

This is not a real issue to me.  I'm a poor shopper and consumer, I just want to get in and out for what I 
need.  Efficiency energy and access is most important.

2-3 Since we have little landscaping we need much more…need trees

2-9 Keep in character with Stone Creek clubhouse and houses in subdivision

4-1 Esthetically appropriate

4-2 Good architecture--not look like North Prospect

5-1 Depends on project

5-2 Variable fronts

7-1 Clustering along naturalistic landscaping

5.  Parking Lot Design South of I-74
2-2 Not a big concern.

2-3 There should be trees in every parking lot--lots of trees.

2-9 Not too major or ugly

4-1 Natural design

5-1 Good ideas, but only where appropriate

5-4 Grass block lots

7-1 Make them interesting

6.  Multi-modal Transportation South of I-74
2-2 Generally a positive idea.

2-3 Separate trails for bikes and pedestrians--don't have the bikes and walking on the same track.

2-9 Need better bus service, shelters, sidewalks, and bike facilities

3-7 Traffic circles rather than traffic lights.

5-1 Integrate different modes

5-4 Yes please (buses, bikes, peds, etc.)

7-1 Do it.

7-5
Please consider "complete streets" and whether on-street bike lanes, wide outside lanes, "sharrows", or other 
facilities are safe and appropriate.

Partic. ID used in this section refers to the same person's
partic. ID in the main part of the survey comments.
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Comments Summary 
October 17, 2006 IL130 Workshop 
 
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 
The preferred alternative was generally well received.  Many people commented on appreciating our sensitivity 
to the area north of I-74. 
 
Proposed changes (from written comments): 

�� More attention to non-automobile transport 
�� Do not build the extra road between US150 and Washington 
�� Where practicable, make all shoulders in to AASHTO approved bike lanes 
�� Want Airport Road expanded 
�� Don’t put too many stop lights in area, which just forces traffic farther out onto unimproved roads. 

 
Most important projects as inferred from the comments from question 2 were related to bicycle and pedestrian 
path provision.  Two people suggested a bicycle outrigger for crossing the Saline. 
 
DESIGN PREFERENCES 
All design preference ideas were thought to be good by a majority of the 52 respondents with the exception of 2 
themes: 
 
�� 1B1: Bridges for animal crossings to reduce habitat fragmentation north of I-74 was considered to be a bad 

idea by 24 respondents, neutral by 15, and good by 11.  For those that thought it was a bad idea, 
comments included: 

o Too expensive 
o Should use the Boneyard bridge 
o No natural low spots 
o Wildlife will do according to habit. 

 
�� 5C5: Encourage external sign lighting in parking lots south of I-74 was considered to be a good idea by 20 

respondents, neutral by 24, and bad by 8.  There seemed to be a lack of understanding about what this 
concept exactly meant, which was answered at some tables but not at all tables.  For those that thought it 
was a bad idea, comments were: 

o Why? 
o I’d prefer internally lit signs 

 
For those that thought it was a good idea, comments were: 

o Monument lighting good 
o Suggest monument signs not pole signs 

 
For those that were neutral, the comment was “need more info” 

 
There were a few themes that were “close calls”: 

�� 1A1: Fencing and crossing points to direct animals safely across road: G18/N15/B17 
�� 1B2: Under-road culverts for animal crossings: G22/N15/B14 
�� 3A6: Make road widths within residential areas the minimum width possible according to emergency 

access needs: G30/N14/B8 
�� 5A3: Place parking away from the street and behind businesses to enhance the overall appearance of 

the building and make pedestrian access easier: G27/N19/B5 
�� 5B4: Narrow access drive widths near entrances to slow traffic and allow easier pedestrian crossing: 

G29/N18/B5 
�� 6B3: Provide exclusive bicycle crosswalks: G28/N15/B9 
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December 14, 2006 Open House at Urbana Library 
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Draft Plan Public Comment Period 





Comments Summary from Public Comment Period 
Draft High Cross/IL130 Corridor Plan 

 
The following is a summary/paraphrasing of the comments received during the 30-day public 
involvement period for the draft Plan.   
 
Steve Buck, Research Technologist Manager, University of Illinois Committee on Natural Areas 
Mr. Buck responded to a question from CCRPC staff asking to clarify the use of “virgin” when 
describing Brownfield Woods and Trelease Woods research sites 

�� Both Brownfield and Trelease Woods are remnant patches of the “Big Grove” prairie grove 
forest present NE of Urbana at European settlement time. 

��Neither Woods are pristine, Brownfield has less disturbance of the two sites 
��While not “virgin” in the extreme sense of never having been disturbed by human factors, both 

Trelease and Brownfield Woods are not second growth forest groves, recovering from major 
disturbances, or restored forest groves.   

  
Brandon Bowersox, Urbana City Council Ward 4 

�� Bike lanes should be built following design guidelines with safe and proven signage and lane 
markings, sufficient width, safe pavement such as properly placed bike-safe storm sewer 
drains and gutter pans 

�� For grant-funded bike path along IL130 please include standard signage all along this path to 
display what modes are allowed or aren’t allowed on path.  Please also include way finding 
signage such as “Philo Road business district left 1.0 miles” etc. 

�� Street connectivity between developments is an issue.  The APA has a model street connectivity 
ordinance (see http://planning.org/smartgrowthcodes/phase1.htm).  Please consider whether 
this should be a recommended improvement to city standards. 

 
Barak Rosenshine, Urbana Pedestrian and Bicycle Commission 
Mr. Rosenshine is concerned about the materials used in new bike/pedestrian paths, whether they will 
be made of concrete or asphalt.  He did not find any reference to this in the draft plan.  He believes 
that cement is too hard a surface for walkers and runners, and shifting slabs are not any fun for bikers 
either.   
 
Joyce Phares, rural Urbana resident 
Mrs. Phares had difficulty finding the draft document to review, so she commented on an Urbana 
Planning Division memorandum dated August 17, 2006 regarding amendments to the 2005 Urbana 
Comprehensive Plan.  In general, Mrs. Phares has voiced concern and opposition to any fringe road 
or ring road concept that would bisect the land between High Cross Road and Cottonwood Road, or 
in any way create a 2- or 4-lane “highway” type of road out of either High Cross Road or 
Cottonwood Road.  If, in the future, it can be shown that there is a real need for such a roadway in 
this country setting then the only option would be to have it at 1800E.  Mrs. Phares also opposes a 
“trumpet” or any other connection from High Cross Road to I-74.  She wants to protect the farmland, 
properties, natural areas, wildlife, and everything else this beautiful and historic tract of land holds for 
its residents and others who enjoy and appreciate it. 
 
 
 
 



George Boyd, rural Urbana resident 
Mr. Boyd had the following comments: 

�� There is no mention of the Champaign County Blue Ribbon Panel Report in the document.  It 
should have been studied and included in the document.   

�� The list of neighborhood concerns does not mention the Saline stream corridor specifically.  
He thinks it should. 

��He believes intersection study should include the possibility of using roundabouts rather than 
traffic lights for more continuous traffic flow resulting in better mileage, less air pollution, and 
time savings 

��He believes the separation of appendices 6 and 7 from the primary body of the work requires 
some summary beyond what has been included in the main report.  Those who use and study 
the document will ignore the three times larger section of the draft and will flip through it with 
little interest. 

 
Urbana Plan Commission comments: 

��Need to add page numbers in Appendix 7 Public Involvement 
��Make sure all pages are legible 
��Could mention Blue Ribbon Panel thoughts—deficit in open space per capita 
�� In reference to page 5-9 in the Implementation Plan, under the Implementing development 

standards section, last sentence of first paragraph—there was a comment that standards 
should not be reduced to get more development  

��Compare CIP to Preferred Alternative projects before approving final plan—Bill Gray has 
been involved in the entire corridor study process, and is the person who would reprioritize 
projects as needed 

��Define an action item for access management in Implementation Plan—this is currently a 
discussion item in the Implementation Plan on page 5-14, section 5.6: Issues Requiring 
Further Consideration.  

 
Urbana Council comments: 

��Council members recommend a landscaped median on IL130 when it is widened south of 
US150 

�� For bicyclists, it is important to be able to cross the Saline bridge on High Cross Road north of 
I-74 

��Need to add page numbers in Appendix 7 Public Involvement 



Ms. Chavarria, 
     You had requested clarification on the UIUC Committee on Natural Areas use of the term "virgin" when 
describing our Brownfield Woods and Trelease Woods research sites.  
      I usually put quotations around the word "virgin" when describing either Brownfield or Trelease Woods. Most 
people initially think only of trees when visualizing a forest and each site experienced some selective tree cutting 
and other disturbances before the University acquired them. As complex forest communities, however, both sites 
continue to function as they have for centuries. Both Brownfield and Trelease Woods are remnant patches of the 
"Big Grove" prairie grove forest present NE of Urbana at European settlement time. Of that 10 - 13 square mile 
forest, Trelease and Brownfield Woods are the only two high quality remnants left. Other parts such as Busey 
Woods and several smaller privately owned pieces have had much greater levels of disturbance. 
     The University began trying to buy these two Woods in the early 1900's but we were unable to purchase 
Trelease Woods until 1917-1918 and Brownfield Woods until 1939. Neither Woods was pristine and both had 
defined edges and had become isolated from other woods by then. The tree/plant community of Brownfield 
Woods had the lesser disturbance of the two sites. Early research papers described Brownfield as having had 
some woodland grazing history and some selective logging, primarily for walnut trees but also some large oaks. 
Another small, commercial selective cutting of trees occurred shortly before the University could buy the Woods. 
In addition, an early wagon trail had cut diagonally through the Woods and the public used the Woods for 
picnicking around the turn of the century. However, even at the time of our purchase of the site, Brownfield 
Woods was still described as one of the best examples of remaining upland prairie grove forest in the State due 
to its tree species diversity and number of old mature trees. 
     Trelease Woods was purchased in two parcels in 1917 and 1918. The north 20 acres of the Woods had 
received the greater disturbance by timber cutting and grazing. About 10 acres of this parcel was nearly 
denuded of trees. The south 40 acres had also had some selective cutting, primarily for walnut, and some 
grazing history. However, one report indicated that the family that had owned this part of the Woods for nearly 
80 years prior to our purchase had tried to keep the woods in a nearly "virgin" condition. Again the diversity of 
tree/plant species and age structure of the Woods shows it to be a high quality remnant. The addition of the 
Trelease Prairie reconstruction adjacent to the south edge of the Woods, begun in 1943, has also added to the 
overall ecological complexity of the Woods. As Trelease Woods was historically on the east edge of the "Big 
Grove", closer to the transitional zone between forest versus prairie dominance, the addition of the Trelease 
prairie community should have reintroduced species and ecological effects consistent with the history of the 
Woods. 
     The overall ecology of a forest community is perhaps more important than the trees per se, when speaking of 
a "virgin" forest remnant. These Woods were not clear-cut timbered, the soil was never tilled, and they were 
never replanted with tree or other plant species. The sunlight and moisture regimes within the Woods were not 
drastically disturbed except near the edges (and larger local changes caused by agricultural tiling, roadways, 
and the clearing of ground for farming). The complexity of the forest ecology remained intact and functioning. 
The physical soil properties and forest nutrient cycles, the soil microbial and invertebrate communities, the forest 
insect and other arthropod communities, the fungi communities, the plant community from herb layer to tree 
canopy layer, the bird, reptile, amphibian and mammal communities native to this forest type and these specific 
locations, survived and persist today. Although some species have gone extinct and new and alien species have 
arrived in these Woods, these sites have persisted as highly complex forest communities.  
       The use of the term "virgin" forest remnants for these two sites does in part come down to semantics and to 
what level of detail one wishes to discuss. At one extreme, a virgin forest has had no human impact. Ecologists 
now know that almost no forest today, including these two Woods, is strictly virgin. All have some impact by 
humans. On the other extreme, these are not second growth forest groves, recovering from major disturbance, 
or restored forest groves. Rather, they are original forest grove remnants that reflect the ecological and modern 
human pressures that have shaped them into what they are today. They are not equivalent to the woods that they 
were 600 years ago, but they are the direct legacy of those woods, the best remaining representatives of the "Big 
Grove", and are unique and irreplaceable islands of ecological diversity. 
 
 Respectfully, 
 Steve Buck 
 Research Technologist Manager 
 University of Illinois 
 Committee on Natural Areas 



Via Email to Susan Chavarria, 01-03-07 
__________________________________

Hi Susan, 

I've reviewed the draft IL 130 Corridor Plan and wanted to submit my   
comments below.  Thanks for your work on this! 

Brandon

Brandon Bowersox 
Democrat, Urbana City Council 
http://ward4.org/, bowersox@prairienet.org 

---------------------------
Comments: 

- Strongly support the on-street bike lanes along Washington Avenue
in the preferred alternative. These bike lanes should be built
following design guidelines with safe and proven signage and lane
markings, sufficient width, safe pavement such as properly placed   
bike-safe storm sewer drains and gutter pans. 

- Strongly support the complete streets policy. 

- Strongly support the grant-funded bike path along 130. Please
include standard signage all along this path to display what modes
are or aren't allowed on the path.  Please also include wayfinding
signage such as "Philo Road business district left 1.0 miles",   
"Thomas Paine Elementary School left 1.0 miles", "US Post Office   
ahead 0.25 miles", etc. 

- Street connectivity between developments is a problematic issue.    
By 2025 we assume there will be a significant population in this   
corridor, but if each development is built without street   
connectivity to the neighboring developments this will pose a   
significant barrier to pedestrian and bike movement.  The APA has a   
model street connectivity ordinance (see http://planning.org/
smartgrowthcodes/phase1.htm).  Please consider whether this should be
a recommended improvement to city standards. 
---------------------------



Via Email to Susan Chavarria, 01-04-07 
_____________________________________ 
 
Susan, 
 
Here is another comment regarding the IL130 Corridor Study.  I   
believe this person is advocating that all off-street paths be built   
using asphalt, not concrete.  Thanks again. 
 
Brandon Bowersox 
 
Begin forwarded message: 
 
> From: barak rosenshine <rosenshine@uiuc.edu> 
> Date: January 4, 2007 1:39:21 PM CST 
> To: Brandon Bowersox <bowersox@prairienet.org> 
> 
> Thanks for this post, Brandon. 
> 
> I'm concerned about whether the new bike/pedestrian paths will be   
> made of concrete or asphalt.  I was unable to find anything in the   
> draft plan on that topic.   I do know that current plans are to   
> construct all new bike/pedestrian paths on Windsor between Philo   
> and Hy 130 our of cement, and I do believe that cement is too hard   
> a surface for walkers and runners, and shifting slabs are not any   
> fun for bikers either. 
> 
> Happy trails, 
> 
> Barak 



January 5, 2007 
 
Dear Susan; 
 
        I am submitting the following comments as input from BOTH my husband and myself, regarding the Final 
Draft of the IL. 130/HighCross Road study, prior to the deadline for public comments.  First, I would like to 
mention that the CUUATS/CCRPC site for trying to view the actual documents (as listed by clickable links) on the 
website is most user-unfriendly... my repeated efforts to do so from numerous links only brought up a BLANK 
page.  Finally, I located a document titled as follows: 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
Planning Division 

m e m o r a n d u m  

TO:  Bruce Walden, Chief Administrative Officer  
FROM:  Elizabeth H. Tyler, AICP, Director, City Planner  
DATE:  August 17, 2006  
SUBJECT: Plan Case 1993-CP-06: Various amendments to the 2005 Urbana Comprehensive Plan  
 
 
         Although I am certain this is NOT the document I wanted to find, I did read some statements and 
concerns voiced by Bernadine Stake that appeared in the Urbana Plan Commission Minutes of a Regular 
Meeting on August 10, 2006, (pages 31 - __ of that entire document) that I want to comment on.  There was a 
difference of opinion regarding the meaning and intent of use of the terms “Agriculture” and “Future Planning 
Area”.  We have the same concerns as she does, and I have highlighted in blue and bolded the warnings and 
"red flags" I am seeing in this quote from page 32: 
 
"Ms. Stake questioned why they could not leave the future land use designation for the area north of Oaks RRoad 
and east of U.S. Route 45 as “Agriculture” rather than “Future Planning Area”. Mr. Wempe stated that when you 
look at the mobility map, there is a potential to relocate Olympian Drive east of U.S. Route 45. With modern 
planning practices, more emphasis is being placed on the link between transportation and land use planning. 
So, if a route were to go through to High CCross RRoad via a new Olympian Drive, it would make sense to also  
simultaneously study future land uses within the corridor. This does not preclude keeping it zoned as Agriculture 
in certain places. It just simply says that the City is going to study the  area to see what land uses best fit the 
transportation improvements that are chosen for the area.  Ms. Stake objects to changing it to “future planning 
area” because people could plan the area without changing the designation from Agriculture.  So many people 
were involved in the original Comprehensive Plan.  This would be a really big change, bbecause it would allow 
the City to do what they want in the proposed area.  SShe was positive that people would like to know about the 
proposed change and talk about it more.  Mr. Wempe pointed out that there is already a “future planning area” 
shown for east of High CCross RRoad, south of Interstate 74. So, the proposed change is similar in that the City 
would study land uses in conjunction with transportation. 
  
Ms. Stake commented that staff could do that without changing the zoning.  Mr. Wempe noted that this is not 
changing the zoning. It is future land uses. Ms. Stake said that the Comprehensive Plan is used in deciding 
rezoning cases.  If it is shown as a “future planning area”, tthen the area could be rezoned to anything.  Mr. 
Wempe pointed out that the definition of 
“future planning area” states that the area should be studied, so it does not necessarily connote a specific 
zoning district.  Ms. Stake argued that it would be studied, and then from the study comes action, 
recommendations and changes. She really objects to this.  Mr. Hopkins stated that even though they do not 
have an outside petitioner, the Plan Commission  should separate questions from discussion. This has become 
discussion at some point rather than requesting clarification of the proposal. 
  
Mr. White asked if the area in question would still remain zoned AG, Agriculture Zoning District. Mr. Wempe 
said yes. Mr. White clarified that City staff was only saying that the 



proposed area requires some careful study, because the area could have a major road going through it. 
 
        Regarding the above, we and a great many of the neighbors have repeatedly voiced our concerns and 
opposition to aany fringe road or ring road concept that would bisect the land between HighCross Road and 
Cottonwood Road; or in any way create a 2- or 4-lane "highway" type of road out of either HighCross Road OR 
Cottonwood Road!  If, in the future, it can be sshown that there is a rreal need for such a roadway in this country 
setting... then the only option would be to have it at 1800E, where we suggested a long time ago.  Further, we 
adamantly oppose a "trumpet" road (by that or any other name) from HighCross Road onto I-74.  We will 
continue to monitor the meetings and actions of all the individuals, departments, agencies, organizations, 
businesses, etc., etc., who may try to effect the changes we have made clear that are neither wanted or needed 
and will never be cost-effective!  We are united in our determination to protect the farmland, properties, natural 
areas, wildlife, and everything else this beautiful and historic tract of land holds for its residents and others who 
enjoy and appreciate it!  NNothing is going to change that, until the world comes to an end or H_ L L freezes 
over... whichever comes first! 
 
         Quoting from page 33: 
"Mr. Grosser felt that because there is a potential for Olympian Drive to change its location, it would make 
sense to put on the map that it is a “future planning area”. There are potential changes that could happen in 
this area. The “future planning area” definition simply says that the City should study the area in case they would 
need to change the Comprehensive Plan in the future. Ms. Stake responded that people would want to know 
about any potential changes now rather than later. In her experience, when the City uses the Comprehensive 
Plan as a guide in determining how to vote on a case,  if it says “future planning area”, then the City is much 
more likely to vote in favor of a case no matter what the development is or what the surrounding neighbors 
say.   So, aall the people who have attended meetings to help create the Comprehensive Plan during its lengthy 
process would not like to find that one of the main areas that they are concerned about has been changed from 
agriculture to future planning area.  Mr. Grosser commented that he saw this as a pre-cursor to a change. Ms. 
Stake said that iit does not work that way.  IIt leaves open what could happen in this area.  Mr. Ward stated that 
he could not oppose studying an area. To oppose this change would be saying that the City does not want to 
study the area.  Ms. Stake replied that the City has studied many areas wwithout changing the Comprehensive 
Plan to show “future planning area”. SShe feels that it is unfair to the people who worked on creating the 
Comprehensive Plan for so long and then to have no notice that it is being changed.  This is the City’s 
Comprehensive Plan, and it is a very important part of the City.  Mr. Hopkins commented that part of the reason 
that the distinction matters is because there are areas within the ETJ that are not designated as “future planning 
areas”. Given this fact, then future planning areas” are different from other areas in the ETJ that are labeled 
“Agriculture”.  When looking at the east side along IIL Route 130, you see a part that has been planned. There is 
another part that has been indicated that it would be planned, and there is a third part that was not designated 
either way and was labeled “Agriculture”. This is a set of distinctions that arguably could be inferred to have 
some distinction. So, on the north side, they would actually be making a change because of this.  Mr. Ward 
agreed that these distinctions are very important. If and when this area is annexed into the City, he hoped the 
City would not zone it without studying it. He looked at the map and saw the part of the ETJ that is closest to the 
City as having already been studied and made some designations about future land use. Then, the next ring out 
is to be designated for study, because that will probably be the next ring of development. The ring furthest out is 
labeled as “agriculture”, because we do not see that as being eminent for development. He hoped that at some 
point it would be designated as a “future planning area”, so when it becomes part of the City it could do so in a 
rational way and not simply transfer County zoning.  Mr. Hopkins asked if he could infer from this that Mr. Ward 
interprets the proposed change to mean that the City believes this area will develop sooner than the 
Comprehensive Steering Committee did a year ago. Mr. Ward stated that he implied that because of the 
presence of ... 
 
        and quoting page 34: 
Olympian Drive. If a decision is made about Olympian Drive, then that area will be developed in one way or 
another.  It seems to him that the City either studies the area or not. He favors  
studying the area first.  In the northeast area around the proposed Olympian Drive, there is a good reason to 
designate it as a “future planning area”, because there is likely to be a need for planning in the near future.  For 



the same reason, the ring on the east and the southeast part of Urbana has already been or are being 
designated as “future planning area”, because that is the next area for potential development.  His position is 
very simple. It is if the City is going to develop, then it is better to plan than not to plan. If the City is going to 
plan, then it is better to study than not to study.  Mr. Grosser moved that the Plan Commission forward this case 
to the City Council with a recommendation for approval, including the additional correction suggested by Mr. 
Wempe. Mr. Ward seconded the motion.  Ms. Stake argued that by cchanging the designation from “Agriculture” 
to “future planning area” iit gives City staff permission to decide what happens.   HHowever, if it is left designated 
as “agriculture”, then the community would be involved, so the community would have an opportunity to decide 
what would happen.   Mr. White pointed out that any change in zoning would have to come before the Plan 
Commission and before City Council, and there would be public input at that time. He felt that the proposed 
amendment is the way to go about studying, planning and developing an area.  Ms. Stake noted that there are 
places in the Comprehensive Plan that states that the City wwill involve people in gathering input.   Up uuntil the 
proposed amendment, the City has involved people. BBut now, City staff is going to plan without the people. 
When the City spends all the time, money and effort on planning how Olympian Drive should be developed, 
then is that what is going to happen?  Some people don’t want Olympian Drive, and some people do.  SShe 
believed that this is a way of saying that Olympian Drive would be developed.   Mr. Wempe stated that 
transportation is separate from the future land use issue. The fact that Olympian  
Drive, east of U.S. Route 45, would be studied is part of the Mobility Map that was adopted in 2005 when the 
entire Comprehensive Plan was adopted. Olympian Drive has come about 
publicly as part of the Long Range Transportation Plan that the Champaign County Regional Planning 
Commission has been working on for quite some time. Therefore, it is not a roadway that is unheard of being 
planned for. The Future Land Use map supports having a link between transportation and land use, which is a 
very good link to make when it comes to planning.  Mr. Hopkins expressed concern about adding the Council’s 
strategic plan goals to the Comprehensive Plan wwithout the level of awareness from the people who participated 
in creating the content of the Comprehensive Plan in what these goals are.  He stated that he normally would 
not worry about this, because he did not think that it mattered too much. However, there is a problem that he 
now sees with this, which is that one of the Council’s goals is specifically to support the recommendation of the 
Route 130 Corridor Study when evaluating transportation projects. The Route 130 Corridor Study is an 
independently generated plan by a group that does not solely constitute the City of Urbana. To suddenly and 
accidentally backdoor into the City’s Comprehensive Plan that the City would follow the results of a process 
without knowing what...  
 
        and quoting page 35: 
those results are would be potentially problematic. After recognizing a problem with this goal, he is disinclined to 
formally incorporate the Council’s strategic plan goals and strategies into the Urbana Comprehensive Plan at 
all.  There is no reason why the City would need to do this.  Mr. Wempe explained that the reason City staff 
proposed to incorporate the Council’s goals is because they relate to planning and development and because 
they have already been incorporated into City staff’s work plan. Many of the goals overlap with implementation  
strategies that are already in the Comprehensive Plan. He mentioned that with Strategy #91, he tried to match it 
with the existing language that was approved in the Long Range Transportation Plan.  Mr. Hopkins commented 
that they did not need to incorporate the Council’s goals into the City’s Comprehensive Plan, because they are 
not assuming that the Comprehensive Plan is the place where all the City’s plans are thrown together. They have 
the system of plans instead. The City Council Plan has been identified and exists. It has its role as a statement by 
the City Council, but it does not gain the same kind of potential legal backing that the Comprehensive Plan 
would in terms of infrastructure, funding and backing of land use decisions. Because he sees #91 is a concern, 
it leads him to the conclusion that there is no reason to include any of the Council Plan strategies.  Mr. Myers 
recommended that the Commission review each implementation strategy and consider them separately and 
recommend striking the ones that they felt posed a problem.  Mr. Hopkins pointed out that the difficulty would 
be that if the Plan Commission strikes some of  them out, then they would be making a statement that some of 
the Council’s ideas were okay to add to the Comprehensive Plan, but other ideas were not acceptable for the 
Comprehensive Plan.  The Council’s Plan serves a particular role, but it is not the same role as the goals and 
strategies in the Comprehensive Plan. He suggested keeping the documents separate and using both of  them.  
Mr. Wempe pointed out that not all of the proposed new strategies are from the City Council’s goals. Mr. 
Hopkins questioned which ones were not parts of the Council’s goals. Mr. Wempe said that for instance Goal 



#88 was not part of the Council’s goals.  Mr. Hopkins moved to amend the main motion to delete from the 
recommendation the inclusion of the Council’s goals as expressed in the Implementation Program: Existing 
Strategies from page 17 through page 19 into the Urbana Comprehensive Plan. Mr. White seconded the 
motion for the amendment.  Ms. Stake felt that separating the plans would be a good idea.  Mr. Ward asked for 
clarification as to if the amendment passes, then the Plan Commission would be voting on strategies 1 through 
87. Mr. Hopkins said that the Plan Commission would be voting to recommend changes made to strategies 1 
through 87 in the Implementation Program and on changes to the Greenways and Trails Map and Future Land 
Use Map.  
 
        and quoting page 36: 
Mr. Myers stated that some of the Council’s goals overlap with the Comprehensive Plan’s goals and therefore 
should not be altogether rejected. Mr. Hopkins stated that none of the Council’s goals are bad. The issue for 
him is that the Plan Commission is being asked to recommend including as an equal part of the Comprehensive 
Plan goals and strategies the content of a different kind of plan, adopted in a different way by a different group.  
In other words, nnone of  the Council’s goals were reviewed and/or approved by the Plan Commission before or 
went through a public hearing process other than what is happening right now.  Mr. White added that the 
Comprehensive Plan is a work product of the community; whereas, the Council goals are not a work product of 
the community, but if they incorporate the Council goals into the Comprehensive Plan aand someone reads it a 
few years from now, then Council goals will seem to be a work product of the community, and they are not. 
Once they start allowing different concepts being incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan from other sources, 
it would not be proper.   Mr. Ward asked if Mr. Hopkins meant to say that what is in the Comprehensive Plan 
goes through the comprehensive planning process, and what comes through another process goes elsewhere. 
Mr. Hopkins stated that was very well put.  Mr. Myers asked if tthese proceedings were not part of the 
comprehensive planning process and aat which a public hearing is held.  City staff has proposed to amendments, 
and input is taken from the public and the Plan Commission. Mr. Hopkins responded by saying superficially yes. 
The Plan Commission and City staff is following all of the rules by holding a public hearing, noticing the 
hearing, etc. However, the process of discussion and deliberation and discovery and consideration of all these 
elements and how they fit together and who thinks what about them would not happen in this way.  Mr. Myers 
stated that if this is the case then there could never be minor amendments made to the Comprehensive Plan. 
City staff would have to update the Plan every five years through a huge process involving resident workshops, 
etc. Mr. Hopkins felt that minor amendments could be made as the Plan Commission and City Council could 
consider specific substantive amendments. As it appears tonight if the proposed amended motion passes, then 
the Plan Commission would indeed be recommending one or two changes as minor amendments. 
  
Roll call on the amendment to the main motion was as follows:  
Mr. White   -   Yes  
Mr. Ward   -   No  
Ms. Stake   -   Yes  
Mr. Hopkins   -   Yes  
Mr. Grosser   -   Yes  
 
The amendment to the motion carries by a vote of 4-1.  Acting Chair Hopkins stated that they were back to the 
amended main motion, which he interpreted to include the Greenways Trail extension item, the modifications to 
the maps to identify a “future planning area” and the editing changes to Items 1 through 87 in the 
Implementation Program. Mr. White called for question. Mr. Hopkins explained that calling the question requires 
a vote on the call of the question.  
 
        and quoting page 37: 
Mr. Ward explained that he voted no on the amendment because he had thought about what Mr. Myers had 
said. The Plan Commission is in the process of amending the Comprehensive Plan. He did not see the 
distinction after consideration between the Implementation goals and the rest of the Comprehensive Plan. It all 
falls into the same category. He has no problem amending the Comprehensive Plan through this process. Mr. 
Hopkins commented that this argument could be used to suggest that the Plan Commission should not pass the 
rest of the amendments either.  Mr. Grosser voted in favor of the amendment because he felt that the Plan 



Commission could take any one of the additional strategies #88 through the end to consider it as an 
amendment to the Comprehensive Plan. But to add all of them as a lump from another plan’s goals does not 
give due consideration to each one of them. The Plan Commission could sit and go through each strategy, but 
they do not have prepared staff input on each one.  Mr. Hopkins stated that the Greenways and Trails map 
amendments are only updates of  
information. They do not actually change what has been planned. They do, however, include additional 
information about the University of Illinois. One could argue about the “future  
planning area” question. His suggestion would be regardless of how the vote turns out on the main motion, City 
staff should find a better representation for future planning areas. Part of the problem is how they are describing 
what they are planning. However, he did not believe they should reject this for that reason though.  Mr. Grosser 
inquired as to why the area east of U.S. Route 45 was not designated “future planning area” in the original 
2005 Urbana Comprehensive Plan. Mr. Wempe stated that he believed it was an oversight. Ms. Stake 
commented that it says the study of this area is a priority when you designate it as “future planning area”.   
  
Roll call on the main motion with the amendment was as follows:  
Mr. Ward   -   Yes  
Ms. Stake   -   No  
Mr. Hopkins   -   Yes  
Mr. Grosser   -   Yes  
Mr. White   -   Yes 
  
The motion was passed by a 4-1 vote. Mr. Myers noted that this case would go before City Council on Monday, 
August 21, 2006.  
 
        The many other concerns, problems and revelations highlighted and/or bolded above are further reasons 
why we stand by the statements made in the paragraph preceding the quotes from page 33 on.  I hope this 
entire message becomes a part of the public input that is supposed to be included in the reports, and stands as 
our final word on the matter:  NO NEW ROADS... NO TRUMPET ROAD... NO "RING" ROAD... in the land 
between and/or  bordering HighCross Road and Cottonwood Road, and between Olympian Drive and Route 
150!!  Thank you for the opportunity to speak! 
 
                                            Sincerely, 
 
 
                                            Joyce and Frank Phares 
                                            2508 N. Cottonwood Road 
                                            Urbana, Illinois    61802 
 
                                            Phone:  (217)  367-5752 
                                            E-Mail:  j-phares@uiuc.edu










